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WELCOME
Abundantly evidenced in this catalogue is the inventiveness, innovation, and inspiration of design students here at ‘Spatial’. Bridging a raft of disciplines and advancing a diverse range
of creative practices, the projects showcase visions for richer, more experientially responsive environments. Socially innovative, technically astute, and critically tuned, our spatial
designers face a challenging world ahead. Yet what their work testifies to are exactly the kind of abilities necessary to remaking the difficult world they inherit anew. For the energy,
passion and trust they invest in Spatial, thanks is hardly enough!
To all our graduating students, we wish you the very best for the future.
Andrew Douglas
Head of Department
Spatial Design
School of Art + Design
AUT University
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Out of the Dark & James Pendergrast
Bachelor of Art+Design (Honours)

SYNAPTIC LUX [ 2012 Art in the Dark Philips Lighting Competition - ‘Winner’ ]

Nicholas O'Rourke & Sophy Leang
Year 2

WATERWAY [ 2012 Art in the Dark Philips Lighting Competition - ‘Winner’ ]

Jae Hyeon Seong
Year 2

SUNSET-RISE [ 2012 Art in the Dark Philips Lighting Competition - ‘Winner’ ]

Catherine Downs & Melanie Kassian
Year 2
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HALO (Antonia Fletcher & Keishya Adams & Wade Kobus & Brad
Walters & Danae Nichol & Kahurangi Goulton & Ruby Lloyd & Nadia
Rivai & Sarah Jennings & Amy De Nobrega & Maggie McMillan & Jewel
Yan & Huai Hsuan Huang & Oliver Latimer & Michael Kean & MReza
Monazahian)
Year 1, 2 & 3
HALO

Art in the Dark is New Zealand’s premier light festival.
Starting in 2010, the festival is operated by Art in the Dark Charitable Trust and produced by Celery
Productions.
Over three nights annually, Art in the Dark lights up Western Park in Auckland with creative projects from the
most innovative artists in New Zealand and abroad.
Participating in Art in the Dark challenges artists to evolve projects that not only fit the specific contours of
the great, urban outdoors but that must illuminate the dark, using sustainable materials and energy
wherever possible.
Last year this free event saw Auckland’s Western Park transform into a buzzing hub of activity with over
40,000 visitors. This audience witnessed over thirty light art installations ranging from projections,
performances, installations and large scale immersive experiences.
Lighting up Western Park this November 7th-9th, 8pm-midnight. Installations, short films and performances
will have the park glowing with ingenuity once more. The free event has become a platform for bright Kiwi
minds to show off their talents, and a chance for the community to get involved in the art world from the
comfort of their city’s own backyard.

Out of the Dark & James Pendergrast
Bachelor of Art+Design (Honours)

SYNAPTIC LUX [ 2012 Art in the Dark Philips Lighting Competition - ‘Winner’ ]
The installation is a contemporary deconstruction of a new-media social schema, based around the
processes surrounding a digital manifestation of thought and introspection.
Synapses in the brain control the passing of electrical signals between cells; in this sense, Synaptic Lux
represents the digital exhibition of our own social activity. The audience interacts in a playful and flirtatious
manner with sensory systems that reactivate the affects of their movement. The canopy of lights constructs
an interior and immersive condition intensified by the live feed.

Nicholas O'Rourke & Sophy Leang
Year 2

WATERWAY [ 2012 Art in the Dark Philips Lighting Competition - ‘Winner’ ]
Investigation of Western Park tells of a river that used to run through the valley which we used as the basis of
our design. The project illuminates what lies buried within geographical history. A river that flowed through
the valley is brought back to life.

Jae Hyeon Seong
Year 2

SUNSET-RISE [ 2012 Art in the Dark Philips Lighting Competition - ‘Winner’ ]
‘Sunset-rise’ represents the aesthetic inseparability of sunset and sunrise. Inspired by the dislocation of time
experienced while on a flight between two countries of emotional importance, the project will borrow from
the similar colour palettes of dawn and twilight, using a geodesic shelter to splinter the shadows of viewers.
The aim is to recreate a sense of being caught between two identities, exploring how we interpret self
amongst the chaos of past relationships and the expectations of future relationships. Hopefully, somewhere
in the middle, who we truly are is revealed.

Catherine Downs & Melanie Kassian
Year 2

INTERRUPTION
This engaging interactive installation explores the way light can change or alter our perception and
experience of space. This suspended structure creates an ethereal interruption that entices visitors to move
and see a little differently within a given space.

HALO (Antonia Fletcher & Keishya Adams & Wade Kobus & Brad
Walters & Danae Nichol & Kahurangi Goulton & Ruby Lloyd & Nadia
Rivai & Sarah Jennings & Amy De Nobrega & Maggie McMillan & Jewel
Yan & Huai Hsuan Huang & Oliver Latimer & Michael Kean & Reza
Monazahian)
Year 1, 2 & 3
HALO
Halo is an interactive lighting installation consisting of handmade origami lanterns. Participants donate their
breath to the lanterns which illuminate once inflated. Halo was first showcased at Luxcity in Christchurch. This
project was included in Art in the Dark 2012.
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Joanne Shyu & Nikki Zhao

Bachelor of Art+Design (Honours)/Master of Art+Design
BLANCHE

Melanie Kassian & Catherine Downs
Year 3

PUBLIC INTERFOLD

Jordan McOnie
Year 3

THE GRANDMOTHER PROJECT
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Heather Crawcour [Spatial Design Spokesperson/Co-ordinator]
Bachelor of Art+Design (Honours)
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The Architecture+Women New Zealand Exhibition 2013, entitled BETWEEN SILOS, was held at Wynyard
Quarter 21-29 September 2013. Architecture+Women NZ provides an ongoing framework for the
celebration of women and architecture. The group is committed to raising the visibility of women in the field
of architecture and related practices.

Joanne Shyu & Nikki Zhao

Bachelor of Art+Design (Honours)/Master of Art+Design
BLANCHE
This project presents a series of small scale models that explore the definitions of interior / exterior,
intersection and layering. It also questions the essence of home and what makes a space liveable. This project
was undertaken as part of the 5th Auckland Triennial project The Lab.

Melanie Kassian & Catherine Downs
Year 3

PUBLIC INTERFOLD
Public Interfold was displayed with a number of other projects in the Wallpaper Room. This project responds
to the establishment of an innovation precinct at Auckland’s Wynyard Quarter. It proposes that the key to
innovation is in finding new relations and unforeseen relationships or linkages. With the release of Waterfront
Auckland’s Master plan, the redevelopment establishes an opportunity for both a working, and recreational
waterfront that is linked by a sequence of engaging public spaces. This connection would reclaim Auckland’s
waterfront character, reinforcing our sense of place and identity as a waterfront city.

Jordan McOnie
Year 3

THE GRANDMOTHER PROJECT
The Grandmother Project is a film installation of ethnographically gathered footage of Pasifika (Maori,
Samoan, and Tongan) and Indigenous (Kiowa American Indian) elders. The interviews took place on a trip to
the Kiowa Apache reservation in Oklahoma, alongside various regions of Auckland. The project maps,
interrogates, and locates frameworks of Indigenous and Pacifika frameworks of spatial orientation.
Specifically in relation to lived tradition, oration, genealogy, cosmology, and the notion of Va.

Tosh Ahkit & Nicole Drake, Sarah Jennings & Rachel Wilcox & Dominic
Paea & Jay Yong & Nick O’Rourke & Johnny Liu, Jordan Cocker &
Megan Doran Read & Nadia Rivai, Melanie Kassian & Catherine
Downs, Bill Xie & Michale Zhang & Vicky Cheng, Joanne Shyu & Nikki
Zhao, Heather Crawcour & Sally Duong & Chris Kim, Azadeh Emadi,
Joshua Rutter, Biljana Popovic, Hannah Hopewell, Alex Clark &
Bradley Walter & Max Johnson & Heather Crawcour, Maggie McMillan
& Nadia Rivai & Jewel Yan
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Year 2, 3/Bachelor of Art+Design (Honours)/Postgraduate Diploma/Master of Art+Design/PhD

32 projects across 21
days with 80 participants

THE 5TH AUCKLAND TRIENNIAL: TRANSFORMING TOPOGRAPHIES
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Emily O’Hara & Elvon Young [Spatial Design Project Leaders]
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The 5th Auckland Triennial is New Zealand’s
premier international contemporary art
exhibition and seeks to ignite ongoing thinking,
discussion and action through its Lab series.
Tranforming Topographies is one of five Lab
projects developed for the Triennial.

Transforming Topographies was a joint project between Spatial Design and Visual Arts. As part of the 5th
Auckland Triennial (NZ’s premier premier contemporary art exhibition) a multidisciplinary team of staff
(Elvon Young, Emily O’Hara, Lars Jerlach, Monique Redmond and Dieneke Jansen) led 32 projects, over 21
days, with 80 student participants at The Lab space at Auckland Art Gallery.

SCHOOL OF ART & DESIGN
Project Leaders: Albert Refiti, Elvon Young, Emily
O’Hara, Lars Jerlach, Monique Redmond and
Dieneke Jansen from Spatial Design and Visual Arts.

The 5th Auckland Triennial

If you were to live here...organised by Auckland Art Gallery with major partner AUT University

Transforming Topographies was envisaged as a space of mergence, debate and negotiation. A space
continuously dismantled, repositioned and energised by groups and individuals in conversation within a
fluid state of oscillation. As a group of makers, artists, thinkers, designers and collaborators we intended to
rethink the role of ‘the social’ and ‘the public’ as real spaces of continuous exchange and encounter that
engenders our imagination and community value.
Individuals and groups worked with the Lab space for three weeks, creating a constantly evolving space as
they worked individually and within on a broad range of projects.

Featured Images: Sarah Hong, Kyle Wang, Daniel Song, Oliva Labb.
Year 1

DWELLING IN CITIES, NEIGHBOURHOODS + BODIES

Emily O’Hara, Fleur Palmer, Mark Hanlen [Supervisors]
Working with the overarching thematic of Intense Dwelling, first year Theory students designed and constructed
intricate paper models within a 50cm cubic space. These models aimed to challenge conventional notions of what
it means to dwell; how, where and when we dwell and to investigate their perception of the relation between
DWELLING and SPACE. They were asked to consider how a person might operate, move and live in their constructed
space. What services would a person need in order to dwell fully, wholly and completely? Using a utopian/dystopian
framework to construct a model neighbourhood, both literally and figuratively, the students imagined new spatial
dynamics at an intimate scale.

Elise Hislop, Anna Manson, Huai Hsuan Huang, Jewel Yan, Kaushika Patel,
Sofia Radak, Tanya Lim, Gabby Cassin, Gin Wang, Louisa Yu, Nadia Rivai,
Priscilla Yang, Ruby Lloyd, Sophy Leang, Ella Chen, Kate Sellar
Year 1, 2, 3/PG
NZ OPERA
A group of 20 Spatial Design students worked with NZ Opera to create masks and props for a production of Noah’s
Flood. The students worked with Jessika Verryt at the Opera Technical Workshop in Onehunga over two weeks to
create an array of animal masks and props for the show directed by Julie Nolan, with costume design by Elizabeth
Whiting and set design by John Parker.

Melanie Kassian, Catherine Downs, Sarah Jennings, Rachel Wilcox, Nicolas
O’Rourke, Johnny Liu, Jay Yong, Dominic Paea, Diane Lee, Justin Lee, Jae
Hyeon Seong
Year 3

Emily O’Hara [Supervisor]
POST GRADUATE SYMPOSIUM MIXER
Each year the Art + Design Post Graduate Research Conference brings together some of the best student work for
presentation. Last year the format of the conference was reinvented in order to encourage a higher level of
engagement with both staff and students. This year, it became a Symposium as part of it’s ongoing reinvention, we
intended to create a space that was active, exciting and inspiring for those involved in presenting and those who
attend. The Symposium culminated in a Mixer after the research papers had been presented. Third year Spatial
Design students worked to create an event environment that worked with ideas of intensity/density within an
urban context. The design included audiovisual works alongside a large-scale installation of cardboard boxes.
Students also considered spatial planning, furniture arrangement, liaised with vendors and suppliers, and were
responsible for the installation and de-installation of the event.

Space / Talk

Bachelor of Art+Design (Honours)/Postgraduate Diploma/Master of Art+Design
SPACE/Talk is an annual, two-day symposium that showcases and promotes research excellence in the
Department. SPACE/Talk 13, held in St Paul Street Gallery Three on the 24th and Tuesday 25th June, brought
together emerging research design by postgraduate Honours, Masters and PhD students with an array of
industry, professional and international critics including Victoria Jackson Wyatt and Associate Professor in
Architectural Design and Techné, Dr Chris Smith, both from The University of Sydney. The combination of
international critics and leading designers and academics from Auckland spurred students to new heights of
presentation and produced a memorable event that culminated in Dr Chris Smith’s presentation,
“Architecture’s Spasm”.
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Catherine Downs, Melanie Kassian & Emily O’Hara
Year 3 & Spatial Staff

Better By Design CEO Summit
Working alongside New Zealand Trade and Enterprise (NZTE) for the Better by Design CEO Summit, we
designed a modular exhibition system to showcase the best of Art+Design at AUT. The work was installed at
Villa Maria Estate in Mangere, and worked with the Summit thematic of Disruption By Design. We set out to
create a structure that was both simple, and complex, and always somehow just a little bit off. This display
system utilizes a series of components that can be configured and customised in many various formations to
suit its environment or context. This factor is one of the most important drivers in the structuring of the
design.
The project also engaged with ideas of temporality and event and raised questions about how we engage
with, and design, temporary structures for temporal spaces. The design process is always a dance between
126 mm
uncertainty and certainty, much like time, the process
is always shifting and moving, never fixed, nor static.
This design context offers a challenge as it results in a speculative space of engagement; we can only imagine
how a (future) event space will operate, and what the experience or impact might be on the people who
encounter that space, and all that it contains. In designing for an event like this, the outcome exists in an
in-between, a non-place, a transitory stage between here and there until you have physically manifested and
materialized your outcome.
(IMAGE)
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Jordan Cocker
Year 3

THE GRANDMOTHER PROJECT

Megan Christiansen
Year 3

BREATHING SPACE

Prianka Govender
Year 3

HER MATERNAL DRONE

Anthony Kim
Year 2

THROUGH THE WALLS
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Albert Refiti [Supervisor]

The MAU Centre studio was a Semester 1 studio project that was a collaboration between the Spatial Design
Department and the international renowned choreographer and dance director Lemi Ponifasio, lighting
designer Helen Todd and their company MAU. It was also a brief that was carried out in collaboration with
AD1 Masters students under the guidance of Dr Ross Jenner and D5 Bachelor of Architectural Studies under
the guidance of Lynda Simmons from the University of Auckland School of Architecture.
The studio for Spatial Design involved two different kinds of design engagements: one focussing on
Performance Design and the other on Spatial Design. The Performance Design part of the brief involved each
student developing an installation project based on ideas from the work of MAU Dance. These works were
tested within the department and involved video installations, sound installation and performance. The
Spatial Design part involved students designing a performance centre for the dance company sited on
Puketutu Island on the Manukau Harbour. The program called for a centre that incorporated a dance
workshop, a theatre, artist residencies, a community centre and a performance school for the local
community. Students researched Pacific spatial concepts (vā, mana, tapu, noa, marae etc.) to develop designs
that were novel and unique to this part of the world.

Jordan Cocker
Year 3

THE GRANDMOTHER PROJECT
The Grandmother Project is a film installation of ethnographically gathered footage of Pasifika (Maori,
Samoan, and Tongan) and Indigenous (Kiowa American Indian) elders. The interviews took place on a trip to
the Kiowa Apache reservation in Oklahoma, alongside various regions of Auckland. The project maps,
interrogates, and locates frameworks of Indigenous and Pacifika frameworks of spatial orientation.
Specifically in relation to lived tradition, oration, genealogy, cosmology, and the notion of Va.
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Megan Christiansen
Year 3

BREATHING SPACE (Video installation - http://vimeo.com/73650201)
Breathing Space Two studies the materiality of breath as a spatial entity. The work examines an action of
gradually increasing breathing intensity, the figure carrying out a movement which intentionally transforms
the act of breathing from a life giving process to one that brings great stress and strain to the body. The
moving image only reveals a portion of the figures abdomen, so when projected the materiality of the
movement immerses the viewer.
When installed, a diagonal screen was designed to impose this notion of materiality on the space and the
viewer, presenting the body as pure surface and material. The image permeates the fabric allowing the
viewer to see the image on both sides, looking across the diagonal plane of fabric, or even lying on the floor
underneath the screen.
The soundtrack that accompanies is audio recorded during the breathing movement, this was manipulated
to highlight the unheard frequencies and moments of strain, then slowed down dramatically to abstract the
sound and was presented out of sync with the moving images to further unsettle the viewer.

Prianka Govender
Year 3

HER MATERNAL DRONE
“In the black of night a single glow of light breathes
through the aging stumps of our Pohutukawa Tree.
Her deep maternal drone beams and echoes out
calling upon foreign company from the sea.
In the open darkness her relyful hum cuts through the space
safe guarding you to her sacred hilltop.”
- Prianka Govender
My film work evokes the idea of a strong maternal drone, breathing, humming amidst the darkness. The
female voices chant, growing in intensity and volume creating tension in space. The glow of light radiating in
and out like the human breathe attracts you, connecting you to this celestial realm that’s out of reach but
floating around in space.
My final installation piece began by establishing the connection between land and the sea which can also
interpret the identity of the host and the visitor. These two distinctive relationships were initiated in my
design process through a reading of Mike Austin’s writing: Pacific Island Architecture and the 1st step of the
Powhiri – the Karanga.
In the chapter Fabrications, Mike Austin states:
‘The organisation of space on these islands is not in terms of the universalizing grid and cardinal directions.
Rather the territory is divided into slices of land radiating out from the centre in a pie-like fashion... This
means the inhabitants of each section have access to a range of ecological conditions – a group’s territory
stretching from the mountains to the sea. Two directions are established (seawards and landwards) and these
orientations shape daily life and beliefs.’
As Puketutu Island is the designated site for our project I began to think of the Island in its true form: an island
uninhabited by people or transformed by civil development. The island in its raw entity allowed me to
envision the quality of the space. The sounds, echoes, whistling and movement of the Island. Mike Austin
describes that the Island is divided in this pie-like fashion and two directions are established – seawards and
landwards, from the sea to the mountains. This image triggered a similar set up that of a Marae. The Marae is
situated in the middle ground of the land. And visitors enter from afar to be welcomed in at the Powhiri.
As I mentioned earlier the first step in a powhiri is the Karanga. The Karanga, the call is expressively vocalised
by the women of the Marae as a welcome tribute to guests. I became very drawn by the beauty and strength
of the call and response and I’ve carried it through my film work as one of the main concepts for my project.
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Anthony Kim
Year 2

THROUGH THE WALLS

93 mm

Through the walls project is about a dance workshop/theatre and performance centre for the MAU Dance
Company within the context of a community setting, in Mangere, South Auckland. In the process of making
work, MAU uses spatial and social rituals drawn from director Lemi Ponifasio’s Polynesian heritage, which has
parallels to Pacific and Oceanic spatial and social structures of marae, malae and heiau. It is Mau’s intention to
base the theatre and community facilities on these spatial concepts and models.
(IMAGE)

The long curved walls lay on the hill from the midway end to the entrance. It guides the visitors to the
community centre and also adjusts people’s view due to the different heights of the walls. The outdoor
performance stage intends to show the idea of openness, which expresses the idea of an outcry. The
voice/performance is exposed to the outside, which directs audience’s attentions. The canopy has the
function of capturing the sound and the movement of the wind. Therefore, the sound from the wind which
intends to be small to the present generation became an intense expression in the calm atmosphere in the
site.

Charize Beltran
Year 3

THE RE-COLLECTIONS OF INBETWEENESS

Sarah Keys
Year 3

THE THIRD EDGE

Soohye Lee
Year 3

COMMA HOUSE

Thea Dela Cruz
Year 3

THE ARCHITECTURE OF PURIFICATION

Adrian Taylor, William Taylor, Andrew Douglas
[Part-time Spatial Staff & Spatial Staff ]

Grafton Gully (Waiparuru), half wilderness, half city, has been transformed over the last 150 years from a
city-backwater, stream-feed valley and harbor foreshore to a land-locked vehicular on/off ramp. Its motorway
remaking over 50 years has been particularly prominent. One result is a city literally and imaginatively cut
apart along its eastern flank, severed from its inner city suburbs and parkland. On the other hand, the
infrastructure of the Gully links up distant places and multiple other spaces, lives and lifestyles. More locally,
the Gully makes up a topographic interior of sorts one furnished mostly by vehicles, trains and port traffic.
Against the grain of this strident north-south passagework, local street networks labour, east-west, for
connection and continuity of city fabric. Working with the proposed Grafton Gully Cycleway and closely with
organisations involved in its realization - including Matter Architects, New Zealand Transport Agency and
Auckland Council – students were invited to design a new and expanded public realm to augment and foster
the cycleway and the pedestrian repopulating of the Gully.

Charize Beltran
Year 3

THE RE-COLLECTIONS OF INBETWEENESS
Grafton Gully is a hidden wilderness located in the heart of Auckland City. The brief was simply targeted to
expose the hidden nature of Grafton Gully and form a design that will invite people to venture in; and most
importantly to consider the potential interaction that can occur with the newly proposed cycle way that will
intersect with the site.
The Re-collections of Inbetweeness is aimed to heighten the consciousness of a person to their surroundings
and to provide an accessible urban experience. By observing the way we dwell today within the context of
our fast-paced and capitalist world, it has resulted to the creation of passers.
Materiality and form caters to different kinds of dwellings intended to respond to all sorts of activities, for
moments to pause and engage in or within the site.
By locating the structure at the edge of Grafton Gully, it is placed right next to the proposed cycle way. The
intended interaction that can potentially be triggered as a new opening is provided, which then invites
cyclists, pedestrians and passers to venture in – an access point to dwell into these hidden and forgotten
sites.

Sarah Keys
Year 3

THE THIRD EDGE
The Auckland CBD offers its people a fast moving environment and has been developed to cater for the
needs of this modern society. The footpaths we walk and roads we drive suggest for us to move in fast linear
directions so we can get where we want to instantly.
My project took an emotional response to the Symonds Street Cemetery; a snippet of history, an asset to our
city which in fact has not taken aboard the fast pace nature of its surrounding environment of the city. This
space, currently in total neglected state, with only its more convenient spaces of encounter maintained and
presentable for the everyday commuter to casually stroll on by as they, in their absent mind elapse on their
passage to their known destination.
My proposition is situated in the space between the Western side of the Symonds St. Cemetery fence line and
the Southern Motorway. A sense of loss heavily shapes this edge space. Historically, when the Southern
motorway was constructed over 2000 graves were lost. This is one of the only sections of the proposed
cycle-way that goes through the cemetery, opening new opportunities of engagement into the cemetery
once again. Currently this space sits as a dead landscape and there is no visual awareness that the cemetery
is so close when driving on the motorway.

Soohye Lee
Year 3

COMMA HOUSE
I have designed a cycle way that starts from the Grafton gully and ends at the beach road. My approach to the
cycle gully project was to experience early childhood memories through cycling. I believe the bicycle is a tool
that can make us become more childish, like we love to ride on a downward slope. For me, cycling is like a
time machine that can enable us to return to the past and experience the slow healing time of history. So I
called these houses “comma house” a place that we can have a pause from reality and keep finding our true
identity. This series of tree houses provides spaces for you to return to the past and archive and share your
feelings.

Thea Dela Cruz
Year 3

THE ARCHITECTURE OF PURIFICATION
Waiparuru is the ancient name of Grafton Gully and what used to be an abundant stream that cascaded
through its trees from Upper Symonds Street down to Mechanics Bay, now called Beach Road. In the deeper
parts of the stream, people used to make swimming holes and catch eels or trout. Early residents recall
children exchanging the fish they have caught for boiled lollies. However, all of these withered away when
the motorway construction in Grafton took place. The once clear stream that flowed through the gully was
filled in with rocks, leaving behind a forgotten, narrow strip of water. As a small part of this stream still exists
in the gully, the main concept of this project is to expose the last remnant of the Waiparuru stream to the
people and allow them to understand its purpose, and set forth an awareness of what we lose when we hide
bodies of water such as this. Water gives life. To expose the stream will trigger an activation of a space
through the life that water brings. In Grafton Gully, the Waiparuru stream acted as a vein of life, nourishing
everything that it passed through. Another highlight of this project is to incorporate a water purification
process that shows a linear progression of stages that the water goes through before it becomes purified. The
designed water sculptures form the Architecture of Purification that allows the people to undergo a journey
where they will be treated like the water as they go through what the stream goes through and experience
moving like the stream as it flows rapidly and slowly, as it splashes though rocks and runs in a meandering
way all through to the moment when it settles and it calms down. The last structure will be a symbol of
purification that will allow the people who undergo this short journey to also experience being purified or
refreshed, just like the water, through the mist that comes out from the suspended cones. Water plays a vital
part in the story of both our natural and social histories, which is why the Architecture of Purification not only
provides an educational experience but also an in-depth knowledge of what water does to us. Therefore,
through this project, we are not only bringing back the stream to life but we are also honouring the memory
that the water is carrying, the lives that have been lived and kept alive in its presence.

Amy de Nobrega
Year 3

THE ORGANIC GARDEN – NEWMARKET’S INNOVATIVE COMMUNITY GARDEN

Jaehyeon Seong
Year 3

CONTROLLED CHAOS

Maggie McMillan
Year 3

CRAFTING CULTURE

Elvon Young, Yosop Ryoo
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[Spatial Staff ]

Studio Newmarket has been developed from the generous partnership with Newmarket Business Association with the aim of fostering industry linked design based research projects between Spatial, Interiors and
Urban disciplines.
The Newmarket precinct can be read as an intriguing paradox, where a full range of functions exist (shops,
restaurants, transport hubs) without an overarching character or identity.
The studio brings together a series of projects which focus on key spatial and urban challenges within
Newmarket.
Projects involve developing built Spatial propositions which reveal and articulate critical spatial issues.

Amy de Nobrega
Year 3

THE ORGANIC GARDEN – NEWMARKET’S INNOVATIVE COMMUNITY GARDEN
Newmarket is a bustling road lined with high end shops and cafes. Sadly there isn’t really much else that
seems to make it unique, exciting and interesting to go to. There may be people everywhere but they seem
to be moving so quickly, as if they have no time to stop and look. It seems to be not a destination but a place
that people only pass through. With our busy everyday lives and our constant need and want for fresh
produce it seemed to be fitting for this large cavity beneath the bridge, to plant, grow and expand a
community of health and wellbeing for those who live in Newmarket and afar.
The Garden is no ordinary community garden; it consists of medicinal plants, a naturopath, a seed pod, a
nursery, vegetable gardens, a florist, flower beds, bamboo materials, hemp cosmetics, hanging plants, fruit
trees, aquaponic plants, a compost depot – where cafes and restaurants can bring their organic left overs and
dispose of them, in a way feeding the plants they use, and finally a water reservoir and a compost storage
unit. The Organic Garden suggests ‘You are what you eat’. A place for families and others alike that are
wanting to know exactly what they are eating, and where it is coming from. It combines the idea of the
community garden with the farmers market, but you pick all the produce yourself.

Jaehyeon Seong
Year 3

CONTROLLED CHAOS
My interpretation of culture is that there should be like-minded people with the common ideas. When
people face chaos, they are trying to find the order in it. So when it is commonly shared and bringing up
some kind of similar conclusion, it becomes culture. For example if Newmarket wants to be ‘fashion capital’,
comparable to Milan or Paris, Newmarket should be selling idea of fashion rather than a selling processed
fashion, such as materials that gives the possibility of making fashion and fashion related events. Within this
moment of layering possibilities, it creates chaos. Chaos constantly fuels what we call culture, it creates
variables in people’s minds as to what culture really means to them.
By linking up all the facades of the Lumsden Green area, the outside surface becomes interior walls which
brings out the all the functions and experiences outside of its own structure. Therefore, what people
experience in that space creates a whole new ambience in Newmarket and this special relationship becomes
a landmark of Newmarket. Filling up the spaces with the functions of each store, this negative space becomes
chaos of meeting up all the flows and activities.
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Maggie McMillan
Year 3

CRAFTING CULTURE
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This project came about through looking at ways to grow culture within a lifeless space of the city.

(IMAGE)

Looking at culture on a personal level as a maker or craftsperson I was taken by the idea that all made things
are a result of culture one way or another, that the artifacts made or crafted are a device that encapsulates the
culture, values, skills and identity of the individual who it was crafted by, that craftspeople are not just the
creators of objects but the creators of texture, more than a tactile surface but a story of the hand, the story of
the person who thought through each groove, pleat, stitch, or indent upon that surface.
The purpose of my project is to bring, develop and grow a rich environment for makers to craft and develop
their skills within collaborative workshops, with each workshop built by the craftsperson who wishes to make
it their own, allowing the public to engage with, appreciate and encourage these individuals in an
increasingly machine made world; to understand the value in making, both as an act and in the product
made. Bringing the usually private and modest industry of the craftsperson into the open, transforming the
space into a texture of makers, always in a state of flux with the constant coming and going of the
craftspeople and individuals interacting and negotiating with the space.

Melanie Kassian & Catherine Downs
Innovating
Wynyard -

Furnishing a Diverse City

Year 3

PUBLIC INTERFOLD

Nick Kim
Year 3

THE CONVERSATION

Byung Eun Rowena Oh
Year 3

DREAM ATTIC

Hannah Ickert, Azadeh Emadi, Andrew Douglas
[Part-time Spatial Staff & Spatial Staff ]

Grafton Gully (Waiparuru), half wilderness, half city, has been transformed over the last 150 years from a
city-backwater, stream-feed valley and harbor foreshore to a land-locked vehicular on/off ramp. Its motorway
remaking over 50 years has been particularly prominent. One result is a city literally and imaginatively cut
apart along its eastern flank, severed from its inner city suburbs and parkland. On the other hand, the
infrastructure of the Gully links up distance places and multiple other spaces, lives and lifestyles. More locally,
the Gully makes up a topographic interior of sorts one furnished mostly by vehicles, trains and port traffic.
Against the grain of this strident north-south passagework, local street networks labour, east-west, for
connection and continuity of city fabric. Working with the proposed Grafton Gully Cycleway and closely with
organisations involved in its realization - including Matter Architects, New Zealand Transport Agency and
Auckland Council – students were invited to design a new and expanded public realm to augment and foster
the cycleway and the pedestrian repopulating of the Gully.

Melanie Kassian & Catherine Downs
Year 3

PUBLIC INTERFOLD
Focusing on the intersection between the currently proposed linear park, running from Victoria Park, to
Headland Park, and the innovation precinct bounded by Beaumont, Pakenham, Halsey and Madden Streets,
the project imagines a new public landmark. Augmenting the long sightline of the linear park, linking the city
to the sea, this urban intervention ambitions a central hub for folding new public life, and social interaction
beyond that provided by the current entertainment strip at North Wharf. The proposal is expressed as a
gesture, something that is in dialogue or tango with the street, and aims to shift the sense of the everyday,
and the proposed linearity into curved transversal space.
Mirroring the silos sideways, and unfolding boardwalk arms to the east and west, an allusion is made to the
industrial heritage of the Tank Farm. The resulting form lends itself to an array of opportunities; a viewpoint,
a pavilion, an exhibition/event space, a cafe, an outdoor theater, a boardwalk, and a new landmark for
Auckland.

Nick Kim
Year 3

THE CONVERSATION
Brief of this project was to co-operate with Waterfront Auckland to present an innovated solution for the
future of the Wynyard site in 2040. Auckland is New Zealand's largest city and is the most popular
destination for new migrants with the numbers rapidly increasing. It is also the most diverse cultural region
with more than 150 different ethnic groups. The Wynyard Quarter or what was known as the Western
Reclamation is an area of reclaimed harbour-edge land to the north of Victoria Park. Significantly this site is
planned to be an “innovation precinct”, a place that concentrates business and research organisations
aiming to accelerate the growth of high-tech industry and economic values.
By 2040 Auckland’s growth must deliver opportunity and prosperity for all Aucklanders. This project, "The
Conversation", seeks to generate interaction between divergent peoples and cultures. The project devises a
structure for both contemplating the horizon as a figure of futurity and a locus or forum for concentrating
interaction, conversation, opinion and possibility.
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Byung Eun Rowena Oh
Year 3

DREAM ATTIC
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“A dream you dream alone is only a dream. A dream you dream together is reality.” - John Lennon

(IMAGE)

Proposing an innovation hotel floating on the viaduct harbour. The limited hotel rooms on the top floor
brings the quality of quriosity. To visualise the idea of dream, support and bond, this space provides the
opportunity to the publics by giving a chance to present their ideas that needs support. The reality television
program ‘Dragons Den’ which is featuring entrepreneurs pitching their business ideas to investors explains
how it can be work out to be a place to visulaise their dreams.
The hotel rooms are designed to attract investors or business people who are visiting Wynyard Quarter to
show the great atmosphere of the place where it can be develop into a more successful landmark of
Auckland.

Bachelor of Design (Spatial Design). Entry level of study, typically comprising a three to four year full-time programme.
For more information about our undergraduate programme visit www.aut.ac.nz, and the Spatial Design site: autspatialdesign.wordpress.com

1

UNDERGRAD
STUDIOS

Spatial Design begins with interiority. Not just the inside of a house, a shop, or an office, but the experience of being enclosed or enveloped in environments of many kinds. Such spaces can be
defined by four walls, but equally they might radiate outwards with few physical boundaries and change with time. They might be defined by proximity: how far you can reach or travel; intimacy
and the desire for closeness; immersion and the sense of being fully engaged or even out of your depth; drama and suspense; touch, warmth, pressure, the feel of the breeze or the shock of pain;
or connection, whether through genealogies, social networks, or remote technologies. Spatial designers recognise that we experience our world from within. Our design approach is strongly
driven by ideas and theoretical insights. We aim to bypass clichés and creatively question the conventions of interior, event, architecture, landscape, performance, furniture, urbanism and art.
We foster hands-on, studio-based learning and experimentation with emergent technologies, full-size prototypes, installations, furniture, modelling, moving image and a range of graphic and
computer skills. Because our staff are active researchers, often with many years in design practice, we are well-placed to deliver not just vital industry skills, but the creative capacity to thrive within
the changing world of spatial design.
Many of our graduates work in the field of interior architecture. Others pursue work in scenography or performance design, the creation of exhibitions and events, furniture design or virtual
environments. Students keen to pursue careers in these areas will commonly continue on into postgraduate study. A one-year Honours degree in Spatial Design, or a two-year Masters degree,
will extend your abilities and allow you to specialise in particular areas of practice or research.
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
Interior architecture / Exhibition or Event design / Performance or Set Sesign / Design for public spaces and the built environment
In studio papers, beginning with Core Studio, students learn conceptual and design development, and communication. After the first semester, students can choose from a number of studio
Units, each working with a specific design problem. In theory papers from Core Theory onwards, students study the ideas of others, and develop skills in critical analysis as they read and write
theoretically. Technology papers, beginning with Creative Process and Introduction to Computing, focus on the tools designers use, beginning with fundamental skills in drawing and computing.

AUT Spatial Design Project on the City 3
INTENSE DWELLING
According to even moderate growth projections, Auckland will be home to an extra million people by 2040 and need 400 000 more homes. The Auckland Plan tries to describe how this could
happen. It sets out guiding principles—central to which is the idea of “liveability”; and strategies for transport, business, environmental sustainability, community development, poverty and
public health etc. Underneath it sits the Auckland Unitary Plan, which is a detailed map of the entire city, specifying what controls are placed on every single property in the Auckland area.
From how these issues are discussed and managed, you’d think that housing was just a matter of minimum dwelling sizes, mortgage rates, height limits, density calculations, planning maps and
working out how close you can pack people before they start to complain. But these aren’t just numbers, they’re people making themselves at home, embodying all the complexity of life. They
aren’t just breathing, eating, and sleeping, they’re dwelling. Dwelling is an intense thing: passionate, painful, obsessive, frustrating, hilarious, frightening, lush, awkward, focused, distracting. It’s
packing into a busy train in rush hour, soaking in the liquid light of sunset, burying yourself in the basement of a library, blind dates, roaring crowds, fuming heat and livid frost, claustrophobia,
invasive weeds, salty breezes, historic offenses, vertigo, depression, friendship, cancer, working out, birth, comedy, tragedy and farce.
In this Spatial Design Project on the City (the third) we’re aiming to support the Auckland Plan by exploring intense dwelling. Each of the nine projects will generate new ideas about what it is to
dwell in terms of the intensities of urban living. In November we’ll be exhibiting a showcase of exciting possibilities for an intensified city.
Does living closer offer opportunities for more intense dwelling?
How might dwelling be intensified in Auckland?

Carl Douglas
Postgraduate Strand Leader
Spatial Design
School of Art + Design
AUT University

Once a year, tens of thousands of participants gather
in Nevada’s Black Rock Desert to create Black Rock
City otherwise known as The Burning Man Festival
dedicated to community, art, self-expression, and
self-reliance. They depart one week later, having left
no trace whatsoever. Burning Man isn’t your usual
festival, with big acts booked to play on massive
stages. In fact, it’s more of a city than a festival,
wherein almost everything that happens is created
entirely by its citizens, who are active participants in
the event.
http://www.burningman.com/
Festive Migration calls on students to devise their
own carnivalesque1 approach to dwelling around
the Wynyard Quarter to the north of Victoria Park, by
taking inspiration from this unique and spontaneous
festival/community event.
All propositions will be integrated together at some
level to form a cohesive yet chaotic ‘city’ via modular
components acting as homogenous connective
‘tissue’, to create an immersive experience that may
spill over and onto the surrounding wharf, and even
into the harbour itself as a series of floating pontoons
or piers.
All mass public gatherings be they street parties,
ceremonies, festivals or even ‘unsanctioned’ events
such as tent cities or the Occupy Movement are
dismantled, packed-up and disbanded at some
point. The second half of this brief asks students
to reconsider their miniature city for relocation.
Elements may be kept unified or even break off into
individual or smaller modules that reintegrate into
the fabric of Auckland’s city life. Final propositions
might relocate to a suburban setting, or occupy
an inner city site such as the Karangahape Road
overpass. Some designs may remain at the Wynyard
Precinct as an illegal tenant or squatter community –
particularly if the design is maritime or water-based.
All design propositions must finally convert into a
series small urban habitats or intensive dwellings for
a 21st century colonial homesteader. Whether this
festival will migrate as a cohesive unit or fracture into
a series of smaller more intimate domestic situations
will emerge through this process of eviction,
dispersal and eventual relocation.
Brendon Sellar
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Tima Alsaedy
Year 1

FLEEING THE CITY
My project was heavily inspired by the story of Prophet Lut. It is based on the true story that happened on
Mount Sodom thousands of years ago , which is mentioned in both the Holy Quran and the Bible. All that
remains of the disaster is a salt pillar, which is more like a statue of a woman belived to be Lut’s wife. I wanted
to illustrate the image of the remains people leave behind when they flee a city or on a smaller scale, festivals
and events. When a large social event is over, people will leave the place as if they are fleeing the land and
the event will vanish as soon as the last person is gone.
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Farah Khalaf
Year 1

THE UPROOTED
Every year, thousands of animals and humans are forced to flee their homes due to man-made and natural
causes. They become displaced, neglected, and in the case of animals, endangered. My studio brief was
based on designing a festival structure that can be relocated from Silo Park to Upper Symonds Street. I
designed sculptures of human heads with the features of animals that are becoming extinct; the White Tiger,
Giraffe, Lemur and Panda. When I relocated the sculptures to Upper Symonds Street, I placed them on top of
a building so that they look as if they are looming down on the passers-by to show the burdening effect
displacement is having on the world.
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Kimberley Leonard
Year 1

45.5 mm

LIGHT FESTIVAL AND VISTA CITIES
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Throughout the year I have worked on interactions people have with spaces and dwellings. I developed a
‘Light Festival’ with an installation on the Gantry at Silo Park. This consists of images projected onto the
triangular forms on the structure, with eye catching displays. People are able to travel through the gantry,
watching the light performances from several different perspectives. In Theory 1, I explored the interactions
and experiences we have with dwellings. Dwellings however aren’t always as they seem. Exploring new
spaces and cities grows our minds, I invented a city that allowed for each point that you stand in to give you
a different perspective of the city.
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Jeff Park
Year 1
year

MIGRATION/PARASITIC
FESTIVE MIGRATION
/ PARASATICARCHITECTURE
ARCHITECTURE
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Varun Saxena
Year 1

45.5 mm

ST PAUL ST ART GALLERY & WOODS LOFT
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The image above and to the right show my redevelopment of the St Paul Street Art gallery. The theme was
microbiological forms. The image above shows the section of the gallery and the image to the right shows
an interior view as seen from the entrance of the gallery.
The theme of my studio work was based around festive migration and parastic dwelling. My first design,
shown in the image below is at Silo Park, Wynyard Quarter. It is part of a festival that consists of structures and
installations designed by my studio group. The next part of the brief involved in moving our structures to a
new location and modiying them to suit the new environment.
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Ki Aun Shim
Year 1

45.5 mm

SHIFTING MONUMENT
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To hold a festival is not simply just enjoying the moment. To hold a festival means to create structures that are
temporary but effective enough for bodies to inhabit the space for a particular time. What us, as bodies do
not understand is that having to participate in festive moments are a modernized mysticism. Mysticism of
our likes; our wants: the unconsciousness of ourselves being overpowering us. The design component of the
project is a space where you feel overpowered by the structure through its atmospheric conditions and
lighting. The project speculatively seeks to enable inhabitants to understand this mysticism created through
festivals.
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Sarah Young
Year 1

BASTION POINT
Within St Pauls Gallery on Symonds Street in the Auckland CBD, I wanted to create a reflection of the location
that it sits on; so I created a reflection of the scenery that occurred in the hours of dawn and showcase it,
within its structure. Through my investigation into my site visit of Bastion Point, I have chosen to show the
social context of the space through an analysis of time and space through circulation. It allows me to discover
free movement in a circuit, area or volume. The flow of footpaths, sidewalks, streets, roads and steps, gave me
the freedom to sense different directions, start to finish. At Silo Park my intention is to create a kiwi lifestyle
bagpackers hostel within Silo Park, Wynyard Quarter. This holiday accommodation will fit very well with
occupants attending festivals, live gigs or a night out in town within Silo Park and throughout the Wynyard
Quarter.

Our most immediate understanding of dwelling
probably resides in the domestic environment; with
the planned changes to Auckland’s urban landscape
over the next 5, 10, 20 years, our domestic spaces will
likely become smaller, and we will seek more spaces
to dwell in outside of the home. We will begin to
spend less time in our home, and more time in our
intensified urban landscape, in public, communal
and shared spaces.
We will address a range of places in which we dwell
more consciously than our domestic environments,
for example most of us probably spend more
combined waking hours at AUT and traversing the
streets of the city than we do at home. How can we
shift the balance of the home as the centre dwelling
in anticipation of how Auckland City is changing
around us?
Time is something that is rather inescapable; it is
always around us, running over us, slipping through
our fingers, sliding under our feet, or lifting us up.
We sometimes feel we don’t have enough, or have
too much; it can pass quickly or slowly depending
on our mood, or task. In this brief we will consider
time as our permanent dwelling, and as such all else
is transitory or temporal.
Emily O’Hara
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Matthew Torr
Year 2

BYPRODUCT OF TIME
Hidden within this web of silk is many layers of conscious repetition, made with the focus only on that single
thread of silk. To focus on the moment was very challenging, as I would often find myself trying to envision
what this would look like when it was all done. This was a concept even I was struggling with and it wasn’t
until two weeks into the installation that I finally realized that this project was not about a start or end point.
It wasn’t about getting to the finished product. It was about my mental actions that were made over and over
again. It was about the refinement of those actions that started off complicated, but through practice found
ways to be simplified or improved. I guess the whole point of this project is that it has no end or beginning
but is always ongoing. Just like time itself. This project is essentially a byproduct of time.
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Raqia Akbary
Year 2

THE KNOT SPOT
My installation is based on identifying a place in which people do not naturally dwell. My idea is to intensify
the existing qualities of the space in order to encourage dwelling. My installation is an escape to go to when
you need a break from your studio work to get youR mind off things or if you are stressed, you can go there
and relax.
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Gabrielle Cassin

Year 3
Shifting Spaces
SHIFTING SPACES
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intriguing to me and I believe that with the right concept and medium, the space can be perceived in a whole
different way. Throughout the semester I have experimented with numerous sound recordings in different
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These familiar sounds take
on a different meaning when taken out of context, even though they still physically remain in the city.
Creating an awareness of the space is essential, whether it be a destination or an in between space.
physically remain in the city.
Creating an awareness of the space is essential, whether it be a destination or an in between space.

Megan Doran-Read
Year 3

RESIDE IN BEING
Reside in Being: To dwell in space, time, and thought
An awareness, a duration and a remembrance.
“Being is dwelling. The way we are is dwelling.” (Jackson, M.2003.p.49)
A dwelling is not only a home or place of living. A dwelling is a sense. A sense of awareness in space, a
duration through time and a remembrance in thought regardless of location or physical embodiment.
Reside in Being is a experiential performance project regarding the idea of dwelling and creating a way to
intensify a place in order to encourage dwelling in the WW building, AUT University, Mount street. It is an
experiential and interactive moving image projection and sound installation.
The work transforms the Basement of WW building into a space of intrigue. As bodies interact with the
projection they become the surface of the installation in the same way the walls of a building are surfaces of
a conventional dwelling. This interaction supports the idea of the body as a dwelling.
The basement in WW Building is a place of involuntary inhabitance; bodies do not reside in the basement
without reason. Reside in Being will intensify the Basement evoking contemplation and intrigue. The
audience will be encouraged to dwell in thought, through this they will unconsciously be dwelling in time
and space.
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Kendell McGifford
Year 3

REFLECT ME
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Throughout the semester I have been exploring the idea of reflection, both metally and physically. We often
find the act of looking in the mirror to be a self obsessed and vain concpet. My idea was to break the barrior
between vanity and reflection and install something that allowed viewers to reflect upon and within
themselves.

(IMAGE)

The final work consists of the WW spatial building entrance being painted in semi-gloss black paint, with
1.6m long vinyl strips in high gloss black lined down the walls. My idea was to create a surface that was
reflective, but not in a obvious way. By using vinyl, ones reflection is distorted and blurred. Although the
closer you stand the clearer it becomes. My installation begins to break the line between public and private
and allows the viewer to look at themselves without it being perceived as a vain or self obsessed act.
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Jessie Kim
Year 3

INSTINCT

190 mm

My interactive installation, INSTINCT, will raise awareness of losing our instinct in this era of modern
technology. The nasty experience from the white noise and the radio commercial blasting out of the
televisions, and the feeling of uncertainty through blind folds will awake our instinct. It is time for us to value
our waking hours and act on being in charge of our lives again. We need to escape the super-normal pull of
technology. We are designed to interact with other human beings, engage in activities and meet new
challenges to help our learning and thinking. By having this conscious thought we will be able to make
critical decisions on finding the important factors that truly make us happy.
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Lewis Shanahan
Year 3
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WAITING HOURS
As a person, I continually find myself waiting for things throughout my day to day activities.

93 mm

WAIT for my girlfriend to hop out of the shower.
WAIT at the traffic lights, WAIT in traffic.
WAIT for the ferry to arrive. WAIT to get onto said ferry. WAIT for ferry journey. WAIT to get off said ferry.
WAIT at the crossing. WAIT at the crossing. WAIT at the crossing.
WAIT for my coffee etc etc
(IMAGE)
And this is all before 9am.
Waiting has become such an ingrained part of day to day life that we do it without thinking. We are expected
to do it. It has become a subconcious ritual that we are never not doing, and never doing. For some people,
time has become a singular act of waiting.
I wanted to look at the mental weight that the phyical act of waiting can induce, and what we do to deter our
mind from the realisation of this mundane form of dwelling.

Oliver Latimer
Year 2

KORTVARIG
Kortvarig is an Audio/Visual live performance dealing with the concept of being present both mentally and
physically in the current setting.
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Micaela Wynne
Year 2

TAKE ONE
To me, ‘intensifying dwelling’ would mean spending more time in WW, so I focused on the question, “what
would make me, as an individual, want to spend more time in this building?”. I love having people/friends
around me during those so-called “tough times”, whether that be a personal situation or just those last
minutes fix up’s before final hand in at Uni. I find it encouraging and motivating having people around me in
a similar situation, or for the support. I drew from that feeling and focused on creating a design that enabled
me to become acquainted with more students with in Spatial Design. These bracelets were made in sets,
each bracelet having a matching partner, thus, taking one would mean creating an oblivious attachment to
someone else who has taken the corresponding bracelet.
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Lydia Riddiford
Year 3B

A HAPTIC HOLIDAY
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My installation is all about giving people a chance to escape their daily routine within the city and to dwell
somewhere that brings them to their holiday state of mind through haptics. Henri Snel, an architect, lecturer
and researcher at the Rietveld Acadamie who proposed an investigation into haptic architecture and
Alzheimer patients believing they need a more sensory related space to avoid losing contact with the outside
world and becoming dependent on their primary senses. He mentioned “nowadays in architecture we are
clearly defined and dominated by the use of sight” (Snel, H 2012). This lead me to delve into touch and
haptics and how they relate to experiences we have on holiday. Sand is the first thing but also the most
interesting thing that comes to mind when I think of tactile matter at the beach. Sand is nowhere to be seen
in the CBD and is definitely something that makes beach holidays what they are. The feeling of wanting to
walk barefoot through the sand and again the annoying feeling of having sand absolutely everywhere in
your beach house, it occurs in our spaces away from the city but never within. I believe a holiday is what it is
because of our senses. All the senses we encounter on holiday are generally different to those we encounter
in our daily routines within the city. I want people to be able to experience a haptic experience through the
ability to touch and in the end find themselves being transported to their holiday space.
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Tani Saguinsin
Year 2

ONE DIVISION
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This particular installation explores the multiple dwellings we are able to occupy at once through our mental
and physical dwelling. It explores the different overlooked spaces much in the same way that we overlook the
threshold – the door – as part of a transitional space which separates one space from another.

(IMAGE)

Most of our time is consumed by activities that we participate in throughout our day as we transition from
space to space; whether it is on a transportation vehicle towards our destination, or in another space outside
of our usual domestic environment. Each of these spaces provides a different environmental aspect with
regards to the way each individual dwells within that space. As the 'Waking Hours' brief suggests, we are to
intensify a space outside our domestic dwelling and encourage people to dwell within that space. A site I
have chosen is WW306, or commonly known as the computer lab. I want to encourage a new kind of dwelling
within this space that allows others to experience it as not just as a place to work and complete assignments.
However, my site analysis led me to choose spaces which are overlooked. These overlooked transitional
spaces connect our destinations together which ultimately affects us in a way which can either be significant
or otherwise. Whether it is a physical dwelling or mental dwelling, we are ultimately affected by the choices
we make to arrive at our destinations.
What my installation explores is how each individual can overlook the journey they took to arrive at their
destination; which can sometimes be more meaningful as the destination itself. As is in life, the path we take
can affect our destination and it is these paths or transitional spaces - which are the choices we make - that
leads to our main purpose. All the choices we make can ultimately affect who we are as a person today and
culminates to create one whole journey that is our lives.

Madeleine Shears
Year 3

THE FIVE STAGES OF DISTANCING

During our waking hours, where do we dwell the most? Not a physical dwelling but more emotional and
mental - within our phones, laptops and social media, our days are never not filled with things. We
constantly have our cellphones on us and laptops enable us to obtain information wherever we are. We
are constantly dwelling within these tools as a safety mechanism, they give us security, knowledge and
power.
But what if these tools weren’t available to us or they were taken away, where would we switch our
dwelling to?
a space within ourselves?
The Five Stages of Distancing is a meditation space, this creates an opportunity for you to take a break
from your usual outside surroundings, becoming disconnected from ‘normal’ aspects and helping you to
find a space within yourself that you are able to dwell in. Reconnecting your mind, body and soul.
Meditation gives our brain a much-needed rest from constant mental activity. In this place of rest we can
access our own inner peace.
This concept may seem a little uncomfortable at first but the more you engage with it and move through
the steps, separating yourself and your phone it becomes less daunting when you familiarize yourself with
the concept that you CAN be without your phone.
A fragile, improbable dwelling reconnecting your mind, body and soul.
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Gin Wang
Year 3

CAPTURING ESSENCE
With observation we see, in WW Building stairwell, features of rawness, decay and neglect. Something that I
found to be very striking, and somehow disturbing, in an appealing way. I focused on the idea of curiosity,
detail, exploration, deterioration and change. My installation includes individual frames, coded with a
specific colour to match the spot where the photograph, containing an overlooked detail within the stairwell,
was taken. This image is then made incomplete by taking away the ‘feature’ or ‘focus’ , insisting dwellers pick
a frame and physically explore and search within the site to complete the image.
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Kate Wardlaw
Year 2

REFLECT
Throughout the process of thinking and designing for this brief of ‘intensifying dwelling’, I have not only
been dealing with physical presence but more importantly mental presence and stimulation.
By merely being present within a building or space does not necessarily mean we are really dwelling
within its purpose. My goal is not just to get you to come to university, to the WW building and to your
studio space but to actively engage in it with a greater, more focused purpose. That focus of course being
designing and creating.
In order to achieve such a task I theorised and investigated multiple ways I could install this concept;
many of my ideas I realised could too easily become just another daily fixture that you become unaware
of after time. In Martin Heidegger’s ‘Being & Time’, he talks about “things being ready-to-hand” which
refers to forgetfulness and daily things becoming a part of our unconsciousness. I realised that this
mentally stimulating thing had to be consciously activated and engaged with.
My installation is a physically engaging and mentally stimulating place of contemplation for the
individual by cleansing the hands (our making being) and transcending the mind (our thinking being),
which together are our two creating beings as designers.
Through the motion of ‘washing’ the hands we create a marbling effect above our heads that is
somewhat emotional and mystical. It is specifically green as numerous psychological tests and research
reveals that it “has implications beyond aesthetics. Specifically, a glimpse of green can activate the type
of pure, open (mental) processing required to do well on creativity tasks.” (Lichtenfeld). The notion of
cleansing comes from my Maori heritage where it is traditional to wash your hands with water when
leaving a cemetery which I have translated into a metaphor for leaving the studio space when your
thoughts are scattered and in a way washing them away and clearing your mind for new or better design
thinking and making.
Combined, these two motions of the physical and visual movement create stillness within yourself;
encouraging contemplation, reflection, meditation and thought through observational transcendence.
All of which has the goal of clearing and focusing the mind for the task of creating and designing
effectively.
I have taken into consideration that your hands will get wet but I have purposefully not provided any sort
of drying material, as a towel is not a part of this process of cleansing and focusing. However,
contemplation is what this process is about; this cannot be a rushed moment. You must allow yourself
time to wash, time to watch and time to think. Your hands will dry by themselves as you take your time to
gaze and allow the water and yourself to settle.
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Mei Fung Woo
Year 3

NORMATIVE CLICHE
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Being and existing. We often have this common understanding of what is means of dwell, however, I see no
relation between these two concepts. If existing is therefore dwelling, existing will then be the necessary
condition for being, and dwelling will be a sufficient condition. Yet, if it is a sufficient condition that might
provide new ways of contemplating what it is to be, to dwell. It is Re-think-ment through the making of art.

(IMAGE)

Kate Wotherspoon
Year 2

TEMPORAL EXPERIENCE
In Auckland and other big cities all over the world people live fast paced, busy lives. Many of these people
have the constant need to ‘get away’, to escape their regular busy routine and travel to natural environments
such as the beach, the mountains or the bush; in the search for relaxation and solitude. Such natural
environments are becoming more and more removed from the heart of the city and will only continue to
become more removed as the city develops. By having to travel to such places, the occupant will only be able
to experience the space temporarily. At some point the time enjoying the space will run out and the
occupant will return back to reality. My work focuses on the idea of experiencing a space, an object or a
feeling temporarily, for a limited time. By using ice I was directly able to create a work that is temporary, as it
will eventually melt away into a liquid, leaving only a glimpse of what was there before. I used plants and
other natural objects within the ice to bring a taste of desired environments elsewhere into the Spatial
Building. The idea is to create a feeling of solitude or contemplation as the viewer observes the work melting
away into nothing.
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Reyam Zaia
Year 3

45.5 mm

THAT MOMENT...

(IMAGE)

I have taken my experience from waking up every morning wanting to go outside for fresh air as the main
concept for my work. If I can’t go outside, to a place/space that feels refreshing, that isn’t an inside
atmosphere to have that freshness to enter my lungs I feel stuck. I put that into action by collecting different
types of textures from home and around university. In the installation transparancies overtake the space
allowing movement and intensity. They are my shadows, my followers, they can’t leave me and I can’t leave
them, they are overtaking the moving image that is being projected because they are like a reminder or a
memory which I tend to think of, the moment I wake up knowing I have the task of getting myself to
university.
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The innocent Stevie, seated very good and quiet at a
deal table, drawing circles, circles; innumerable circles,
concentric, eccentric; a coruscating whirl of circles
that by their tangled multitude of repeated curves,
uniformity of form, and confusion of intersecting lines
suggested a rendering of cosmic chaos, the symbolism
of a mad art attempting the inconceivable.
Joseph Conrad – The Secret Agent
The studio explored the spatial properties of RINGS,
ARCS and CIRCLES as drivers that intensify the
experience of dwelling. We looked closely at the
human body as the source of arcs and motions that
‘generate’, ‘create’, ‘shape’ and ‘form’ a (sur)rounding
to experience. The premise being that the body
creates the following:
Rings can roll around, frame a world, or overlap to
intensify an experience.
Arcs tend to rise towards the extremity of the body
as a line of flight that can be seen reaching for the
heavens.
Circles define the human condition of being
enveloped by a cosmos, enclosing a centre of gravity,
and identifying a collective body that congregate
towards a common goal.
Students explored the wide variety of projects in
Architecture, Spatial Design, Dance, Visual Arts and
Performance arts; from this they developed their
own conceptual responses.
The Final Outcome of the Studio was that each
student altered, refurbished or intervened into an
existing building located in the Victoria Park precinct.
The resulting project had to accommodate an artists’
collective of dancers, musicians, painters, sculptors,
actors and writers.
Albert Refiti
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Craig Carvalho
Year 1

STRUCTURAL PROXIMITY
Using Robert Bruno as a model, I began creating and developing work similar to his ideas. I wanted to
incorporate his concept of “randomness” with the structure I designed. For my development work I began
testing out forms and how they join together to create a larger structure. For my final presentation, I chose 18
& 20 Drake Street where I created a gallery for two artists to inhabit and display their work.
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Akilah Clarke
Year 1

PAPER CUTS
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I have designed a space that can be a living and working space for a photographer, dancer, poet and two
painters. I have worked with paper (cutting, bending, elevating and stitching together) to create open,
communal spaces for these artists to inhabit. This has then been placed into my site which is 14 Drake Street.
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Kendal Rose
Year 1

DEPTH
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This semester I have been designing and altering an existing building located at 206 Victoria Street West, a
multi-storey car park attached to the Victoria Park Market. The space I have created will accommodate an
artists’ collective made up of painters and sculptors. My drawings were the beginning concept of my
building. I used a mixture of dark and soft pencils to show depth and thickness of space. The works of Gordan
Matta Clark inspired me, as he would create arcs and curved cuts within existing buildings.
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Jade Rutledge
Year 1

RINGS, ARCS AND CIRCLES
Rings, arcs and circles are forms that shape and intensify the experience of dwelling. The design component
of the project was to alter, refurbish or intervene into/onto/around the already existing car park in the
Victoria Park precinct. My idea for this project was formed from Gordon Matta Clark's work and how he likes
to show the complexity and detail of everyday objects we take advantage of. I made pencil rubbings of
everyday objects, and used them to magnify and form organic/ interesting forms. This idea then developed
by using these forms to cut into, mold and create new walls in the existing car park to house a collective of
artists, musicians and contemporary dancers.
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Shannon Smith
Year 1

RELATIONSHIP LINES

(IMAGE)

For my project I altered a car park site located at 206 Victoria Street West, Auckland Central. Following my
investigation into the works of Gordon Matta Clark I created some drawings that expose the hidden
complexities of objects I see almost every day. From these drawings I stitched together interesting areas by
using curves and arcs joining two points. These lines are what I have used to create the walls within the car
park. I then clarified the line choices and defined the spaces so that the areas are more useable for my
collection of artists. I am housing a group of installation and performance artists as the spaces created within
my alterations to the site allow the artists plenty of unique and interesting spaces that will positively
influence and enhance their work.

Slums, favelas, cramped Hong Kong apartments
all provide models of intensive living but at a cost
to the occupants who endure crowded and often
un-hygienic living conditions. Through utilizing
Auckland city as a design laboratory, this project
investigates how we could live, eat, sleep, wash,
read, work, rest, exercise, watch, grow things,
dream, dry our clothes, entertain our friends, play
& die in a more interesting, ecologically sustainable
and concentrated way within an urban context. It
considers how we could dwell more intensively in
terms of programme and in terms of developing a
design strategy. It considers how intensive dwelling
might be articulated as a cultural practice, that
combines critical thought, design experimentation
and ethical responsibilities. The studio is also
focused on accelerating student learning, through
developing design skills that encourages students to
work more efficiently by breaking down the project
into small components that are completed on a
regular weekly basis (think Tim Ferris’s book “the 4
hour body”)
Fleur Palmer
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Alexander Dron
Year 3

PATCHED DWELLINGS
Intensity is coming with rapid urbanization and globalization, even here in Auckland. The huge "rural village"
has to be transformed into more dense living environments. The goal is how do we get to that point without
lacking the amenities and connection to the nature we have now. We all desire to be happy in our home and
these homes need to correspond to that notion. We can design a communal house where different families
or people would live in social harmony and eventually may become close friends. A program to design that
type of a home in harmony is used in Indian architectural practice - Vaastu, which means the science of
structures. It uses geographical directions and influences of planets as well as qualities of five elements: Air,
Water, Fire, Earth, Ether.
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Helen Bratty
Year 2

DEN-CITY
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The ‘Hyperproductive’ studio brief is about how we can create dwellings to house a diverse range of people
intensely on the Auckland city landscape. Each week we were to produce five 1:50 models of a specified room
type that catered to a different family dynamic. These individual rooms would then be assembled into a
dwelling on the Auckland city site of ‘Chinaman’s hill’. These dwellings on the site then interact with each
other to make concentrated communities, improving social connectivity while also allowing for population
growth in Auckland. The pictures shown are of the interior of two of my five houses.
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Kezhuo Xiao
Year 2

NATURAL LIFE
The idea within my studio work is to make people live in a comfortable and natural environment. Above is the
section I designed the materials, interior and people in this image via photoshop. This shows the movement
about how the project works. Also that image shows plans from every floor. On the right hand side, it is
another section about the building. It is showing dramatically different views, the structure and some outside
activities. Next comes the image about how I make the physical models step by step.
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Sara-Louise Findlay
Year 2

THE URBAN ALLOTMENT
An allotment is a plot of land used for growing produce. This carries the essence of my live-work unit. The
focus is on the harvesting of food that will provide for the café, and also offers a shared landscape for the
community within the allotment. Inner-city pressures create a fast-paced life. Processes are carried out
everyday; from the minute the alarm goes off routine begins, grabbing a coffee to get going and rushing for
the train. This is the idea behind my spatial strategy of layers and laminations over time. Stairs were the
primary focus of layering in the dwelling - as a processual and physical layer, and the green wall also a
physical layer between the noise pollution of Cavendish Drive as well as being constructed from layers of
food to be used in the day to day process of food production in the café.
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Noelle Gangloff
Year 1

LIGHTNESS, LIGHT AND SHADOW
My final space is designed for a family, where it is a lot about interaction with each other, which is shown
through the different spaces, creating openess and connection at the same time. The way the spaces are
constructed and assembled, the way they are merging into each other shows an interior exterior flow. I also
tested some different materials, which turned out to be my strongest element to link spaces and at the same
time giving some lightness to it. The lighting and the shadows that come up with that construction transport
the exterior inside and create an atmospheric new space to operate in.
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WookSung Huh
Year 2

BETWEEN MODERN & ABSTRACT
At the first five weeks of this semester, I aimed to make five 1 : 50 physical models with diffrent scenarios per
week. After that, I assembled them into one structure for the final draft models, and I re-designed them for
the final design. My draft models are very modern and boring so I had to deal with a design that was
somewhere between modern and abstract space.
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Anthony Kim
Year 2

GATHERING SLICES
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Gathering slices project investigates how we could live, eat, sleep and rest in a more interesting and
ecologically sustainable way. China man`s hill is our site; it is between the great north road and Tuarangi road
in Grey Lynn.

(IMAGE)

Throughout the project we \created different scenarios of how a particular person/people might occupy a
space from the inside out. I intended to design a house that has rooms that are created with an individuals
taste. So a space is given to each individual whoever moves into this house and people can engage in
choosing how the space is going to be used. They create personal profiles based on how they eat/work/
sleep/entertain. To allow these taste spaces to be assembled and designed I had to apply the Idea of a cake.
Each cake slices is represented as space and they are consumed however the consumers wanted to, but they
are originally inspired from a cake. Therefore the shape of the model is like a cake and I made the model to be
separated like slices of cake

Cyan Ko
Year 3

FOCUS ON THE INSIDES
The Hyper productive studio project with Fleur Palmer investigates how we could be eating, sleeping, and
dwelling. I ended up with twenty five 1:50 scale models consisting of bathrooms, kitchens, dining rooms,
bedrooms and living rooms. I rearranged the 25 models over and over again to eventually form an outline for
an intensive dwelling house. I focused then on joining these spaces together, not thinking of the entirety of
the house, but rather just connecting them to one another. And so a house happened.
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Soohye Lee
Year 3
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THE SOCIETY OF ROOMS
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I believe a house is a society of rooms which have their own names. The name of rooms in a house represents
what we do in a house such as sleeping, eating, cooking, cleaning or resting. All these variety of activities in
a house ties us in with deeper relationships among people who we live with, also called “Family”. It is
interesting that these activities have their own rooms to be activated repetitively. Typically there is a
bedroom, a kitchen, a dining room, a living room and a bathroom. Perhaps these rooms signify the most
important activities of our life. The name of spaces determine what must be happening in the spaces
therefore it generated limitations of opportunities that can be achieved beyond just what we do in named
spaces. Rejecting today’s house that is grounded in an understanding of the functions, my approach to
studio project was to question “How renaming room can transform a physical room to a metaphysical room?”
and “How renaming room results in designing room?”. Referring to Louis Kahn’s speech in 1971, he stated
“The room is the beginning of architecture. It is the place of the mind. You in the room with its dimensions, its
structure, its light respond to its character, its spiritual aura, recognizing that whatever the human processes
and makes becomes a life.” I named rooms according to its true meaning of have activities in a house.
Bathroom to Restoration room, Kitchen to Production room, Bedroom to Recollection room, Dining room to
Discovery room and living room to Information room. Every activity happening in a house contributes to
create better relationship between family memers. All these rooms are designed to make better
relationships. Understanding a house becomes a guideline of how we design a city. The big restoration room
becomes a public spa, each bedroom becomes an individual dwellings, living room becomes public
courtyard and kitchen becomes a outdoor barbeque space. At the end of studio project, I had another
question “How does an understanding of dwelling apply to an understanding of urban design?”
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Yosop Ryoo
8
LiYear
Tang
Year 2
PROJECT TITLE

INTENSIVE DWELLING
Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text
This project is about the intensive dwelling, so I’m trying to create small space for living. This building has four
text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text
bedrooms, each room can fit two people. The building is quite small so I made it open by using lots of frame
Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text
works, so when we are living inside we can get some connection with the outside.
text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text
Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text
text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text
text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text text Text Text Text text Text text Text text Text text.
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Eunice Qin
Year 2
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INTENSE DWELLING
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The project first begins with five different type of spaces for living. There are cleaning, cooking, eating,
sleeping, and sharing spaces. I did five models for each functional spaces. The real world includes many types
of people, some people live alone, some people live together and some people even do not have a place to
live in. As a result, each of my models are distinguished by five different types of people: the single, the
couple or family, the student or group, the traditional and the homeless. For doing the assembly of a large
scale site model, we decided to complete the work in groups. Our group started with mixing models and
tried to thinking ways on making the space intensive. The function of the space is not important at this stage,
the shape and the intensity, however are more important. The site name is Chinaman’s hill which has an
ethnic component name. As a result, our group did some research about Asian traditional houses. We were
looking for the shapes and layout.
At last, we decided to use our own model to make four separated dwellings but there will be connections
between each house. Also, each house has its own sharing space which is only for people living in the house.
There are four sharing space for all people living in these four houses and do not need to wear their shoes,
they can walk through these four houses by using bridges which connect those properties. At least 10 people
can live in each of our properties. My main idea for this project is to let any kind of people live here. People
have their private spaces and they do have sharing space to spend time together. The home should help or
let people communicate.
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Amirah Reduan
Year 2

INFINITE WALLS
The design challenges the concept of shadow and light through different widths of material. Through
modelling random shapes for different rooms in a room, the pattern of continuous structure is formed. The
idea is to connect different rooms without compromising the experience of the room to create a single
dwelling, sited in Chinaman’s Hill, Grey Lynn.
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Hana Stay
Year 2

HYPERPRODUCTIVE
PROGRESSIVE
FORM
The intensive model making process in the beginning stages of this studio made apparent what qualities of
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Priscilla Yang
Year 3
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OPENNESS
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Trees, grass, air, light, earth, those are the elements of nature, allowing those elements to
be part of the interior spaces. Openness is an idea of connecting the exterior and interior
spaces together. This design is about dwelling inside out spaces in the same time. By
merging the both concepts of public and non-public, human might be able experience the
freedom in public-ness meanwhile living in their own spaces.
(IMAGE)

Auckland is a city leaning heavily towards
possibilities of future. Growth predictions and
proposals of rapid transformation have catalysed
public tension and divergent viewpoints. Issues of
intensification, urban sprawl, access to essential
services, protection of property rights and climate
change have risen to the forefront of urban design
questioning what liveability means to Aucklanders.
Notions of the public sphere have however fallen
from these concerns.
This course draws student’s attention to notions
of liveability in the context of the public sphere.
Here, the political agency of design is foregrounded
through critical spatial practice. This semester,
students explored design productively positioned
as action and, simultaneously, the city as a locus
of gathering. Multiple interpretations of intent,
intensity, and intensification where given qualitative
application.
The semester began with students joining the
UNITEC Department of Landscape Architecture to
work in collaboration with Auckland Council. Amidst
the complexity, fragility and entanglements of this
context, students undertook extensive team-based
investigations of designated ‘sites of transformation’
drawn from the Centre City Masterplan 2012.
Developing awareness of the spatial dynamics
of place-making, and skills of representational
mapping, students generated responses to the
Council’s future planning. In teams, they were
guided through an array of approaches to advance
a clear site strategy that demonstrated cognisance
of the spatio-political situation. This early work
provided a testable strategic foundation from which
individual design work could grow.
Students were then asked to trace their design
development through a self-generated design
intention. The clearer this articulation of intent, the
more it operated relationally through time as an
active bearer of the students’ spatial transformations.
The exploration focused upon the intensive
qualities of built environment intensification,
alongside its extensive qualities. Students’ skills of
spatial apprehension and creation grew as they
rapidly moved across different spatial scales and
between different drawing media and conventions.
Attention was given to design thinking and graphic
communication in public spatial practice to furnish
students with versatile and speculative design skills.
Tina Engels-Schwarzpaul & Hannah Hopewell
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Alex Guthrie
Year 2

MALOPHILIA
This semester’s project was exploring the idea of intense dwelling. Our projects focused on intense dwelling
by looking at the proposed City Centre master plan 2012. Our projects were extensions and revisions of the
urban design strategies proposed within this document.
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My project looked at a site within the Aotea centre precinct. This precinct is known as the cultural and
entertainment hub of the city. My chosen site is behind the Q theatre and the town hall as well as a range of
smaller venues. It also links up to major public spaces such as Aotea square and Myers Park.
(IMAGE)

The intention of my design is to increase the diversity of public space within the precinct through a soft
mutable structure people are able to alter for their intended dwelling . The Spatial experience I intended to
create was the feeling of intimacy through equal democratic relationships, activated by people interacting
with the space of my structure and the existing conditions of the site and surroundings.
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Jessica Huynh
Year 3

IN BETWEEN EDGES
Lines are my means for drawing, for writing and for designing. I create through the line, the line is always
relevant. It is dependent on the context I choose for it to exist, to know what it is to become. I see the
perception of the designer as the design - how I view the line in a project, what it means to me for that space.
As of late, I have been discussing the idea of the line in an urban context and what comes of it through a site
analysis that continues to carry through the project.
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Bibianna Koh
Year 3

RURBAN WAY
Rurban Way is a section of the greater walking route within Auckland Central City. This route is moulded
along the shadow of the motorway viaduct; in a form that is inspired by the imaginary longing for the
missing shoreline, which was reclaimed and shaped into victoria park. While the larger side of the bisection
is maintained as a field for cricket, the other side that faces the villages is transformed into a urban residents’
vineyard- with the support of a netting made of manila ropes...
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Tanya Lim
Year 2
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LOCALMOTION
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The theme for my project was Your Local; I wanted to create a new environment in the urban context for
people to connect with others. Dealing with the western edge of Auckland CBD I found the area to be
predominately focused around cars. This conflicts, or rather overshadows the residential population that is
also in the area. My chosen site was Vogel Lane and Gorst Lane, which has a hotel, a collection of apartments
and eateries resulting in high foot traffic. To contrast the high speed of Hobson Street and Nelson Street, my
initial idea was to create a slow paced, intimate environment, much like the successful Melbourne Laneways.
There was a problem however with the lanes being used as service lanes. My aim wasn't to redesign the
entire site but to make improvements around what was already there. I found the solution was to elevate the
entire network to create a platform structure. Not like a bridge, this was a place for gathering rather than to
just pass through. Following the theme of Your Local, I wanted the space to feel familiar and inviting like an
urban backyard. It is a place for people to be in the company of their neighbours.
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Nicholas O’Rourke
Year 3

PROGRAMMING CULTURE
Given that the future of Auckland’s urban landscape is undertaking vast transformations to prepare for the
intensification of population, the question remains whether these spaces will be liveable. Spaces which
attract, comfort and respond to their inhabitants are necessary to contribute to the wider scope of society
with the intentions of making the urban liveable. Auckland Council have devised a masterplan for the city
centre with the drive to increase livability. One of the steps they are taking is an upgrade to the public
transport infrastructure ; the Auckland City Rail Link introduces a new system of transit.
Douglas Farr, (2009)“Cities are often founded at the crossings of two railroads” The Symonds Street site is
located upon a major bus corridor, thousands every day use them to get to work, university, school and
home. This system is already running close to full capacity. 30 meters under Symonds Street is my proposal of
a train station. Its intentions are to create a more efficient liveable infrastructure, cultural interaction and
opportunities for expressing the cultural interface. Upon traversing through the station you immerse
yourself in culture as groups from the public have the opportunity to occupy each level.

190 mm

The space is pre-programmed with a gallery and theater for use by the local universities. Thus giving them a
public platform to stage their studies. There are multiple free spaces which can be appropriated by the
public. Space which can be programmed to adapt to its inhabitants. This adaptable architecture uses simple
materials which are durable and versatile - gravitationally pulling culture from the suburbs and centralising
it, letting it soak into the cities atmosphere.

(IMAGE)

Reference:
Farr, D. (2009). Sustainable Urbanism. Retrieved October 14, 2013, from
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uSjurs4ZnlM
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Dominic Paea, Johnny Liu
Year 3

45.5 mm

THE CARPARK

(IMAGE)

To acknowledge the notion of the local is to refer to a native stance, a grounding concept that is developed
through time and bodily mediation. It is activated through the flows of interacting bodies within a series of
complex systems between the residential and commercial realm. The commercial world can often be seen as
an extension of inhabitancy by residential intimacy. In order to establish the local is to suggest a relationship.
Often between contrasting parties, the local is the state or permanence; a realm to which one feels a sense of
consolation. A state of impermanence would be to draw on the idea of transience, a provisional approach to
inhabiting a site.
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‘Breathing’– breathing in oxygen and breathing out
carbon dioxide. ‘Blinking of an eye’ – opening of
eyes and closing of eyes. Anatomical rhythms can
be interpreted as two contrary polarities that are
in line of steady engagement. This line fluctuates
depending on how the physical body or the
psychological mind is subjugated to environmental
conditions.
Sometimes this relationship may
privilege one pole at the expense of another, the
attempt to override, combat or extinguish the other.
In this paper we have to explore our own two
contrary polarities that make up anatomical rhythm
through series of journey from the lowest part of
Auckland CBD to the highest part of Auckland CBD.
What was experienced through the journey never
leaves us completely. This informs our sense of
place. The occupation of a place is not limited to a
single point in time or space. We will be questioning
the notion of ‘intensive dwelling’ as a state of
temporal and spatial journey. The journey will start
from Auckland Ferry Terminal (Point A) to Mount
Eden (Point B). The ‘route’ (‘site’) of the Journey will
be decide by the designer.
The journey will interrogate various qualities of
the Auckland CBD in relation to singular body
to catalogue the existing condition: physical or
conceptual, built or non-built, landscape scale or
minute, volume or surface.
Through the process, you could be testing the
existing condition of travelling the hidden or latent,
which could be a reductive intervention or prosthetic
superimposition. It might be something else.
Considering the journey through the spatial
disciplines of built form, infrastructure, topography,
substrata and the spaces in between, the designer
will determine to introduce or edit a legible layer of
occupation that is representative of contemporary
cultural values in response to the existing qualities
of the starting and the end point of the journey.
The design project aims to understand recontextualisation of the two places (Point A and B)
and through the interventional journey to provide
enhance or reveal those qualities in the frame of our
contemporary cultural values.
Yosop Ryoo

Dae Won Cho
Year 2

BATH HOUSE
My bathhouse used a small part of the existing water reservoir to create a shallow layer of water in the baths.
It is designed so that people have a chance to communicate with each other while wading slowly through
the water. It utilizes the slope of the mountain in the design and most of it is hidden underneath as to keep
the natural feel. The bathhouse features a two levelled design with a café on the top floor and the main
bathhouse on the lower.

Eui Hoon Jeong
Year 2

LIGHTHOUSE
“Fear is not real. It is a product of thoughts you create. Do not misunderstand me. Danger is very real. But fear
is a choice.” Wynyard is where most people can enjoy a range of activities, relax and share time with families
or with the others. The concept of my design is to present the idea of danger and fear. I designed a
lighthouse with activities in which people can feel fear, but this fear becomes enjoyable. For example, rock
climbing- people are afraid of the height but if they do an activity and get used to it, it will be enjoyable like
extreme sports, and sea swimming on the way to the light house.

Jerry Hwang
Year 3

INTERSECTION OF HORIZON
These days, we always encounter different types of horizon in common life. As we know, horizons represent
a stable and straight borderline between the sky and the ground or the sea. However, since the most of the
population live in cities or towns, our perception of ‘Horizon’ has been neglected by indiscreet
deconstruction and construction. So that horizon is now conceived as an active and alive line. Throughout
the journey from Auckland Ferry Terminal to Mt. Eden to find my own allegory rhythm, I have encountered
lots of different types of horizon lines. During the journey, I came up with the idea of proposing a space that
makes people to remember or ruminate upon horizon lines in their common life.

Kelly Ryu
Year 2

PLANETES
I first came up with an idea of a space for those who wander. Or for those who want to wander. What it means
to wander, to me wandering are those moments when people lose their lucidity and fall deep into their
thoughts. Whether it be by daydreams, memories or even something else. I wanted to offer a place where
people can dwell within their inner self. The function of Planetes is a control point for book crossing. Book
crossing is defined as the practice of leaving a book in a public place to be picked up and read by others, who
then do likewise. The books will not be categorised in any order so visitors can wander around the structure
to find a book they would like to read or discover a new book. Planetes coexists with the existing site to
ensure that the structure offers a function to all people visiting Mt Eden.

Studio Newmarket has been developed with the
generous partnership with the Newmarket Business
Association with the aim of fostering industry linked
design based research projects in the Spatial arena.
A hotel is more than an establishment that
accommodates visitors for a short stay for a set fee. It
has a dynamic program or series of functions which
has the potential to create and define communities
which in turn can significantly influence a
neighbourhood.
The Newmarket precinct can be read as an intriguing
paradox, where a full range of functions exist (shops,
restaurants, transport hubs) without an overarching
character or identity.
This studio seeks to both challenge and extend the
notion of what a hotel can be and utilise its cultural
and programmatic potential as a provocation for the
adaptive re-generation of communities within the
Newmarket precinct.
Elvon Young & Lauren Hare
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Yue Cheng
Year 3

45.5 mm

NAKED HOTEL
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The word “naked” refers to the exposed, unfurnished and brings everything back to its essence. The purpose
of the hotel is to invite travellers and local residents to experience the haptic and nothingness inside the
hotel through haptic materiality and structure. The ecology of the hotel is organic; the forms and boundaries
are merged together, with no particular order or clear definition of inside and outside. Newmarket has been
losing its essence, the current Newmarket has many challenges in maintaining prosperity and is more like a
place for people to pass by, having forgotten its existence.
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Soo Ang Cho
Year 2

TIK TOK COMPLEX
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When we think of a hotel, we think of it as a space with grand atmosphere. A space full of rooms for guests to
stay in or where we go for small or large occasions like dinners or special events. This is the general definition
and stereotype of a hotel and no matter where we go this prejudice will always stay with this word. However,
my interpretation of a hotel is different from the official meaning. I have chosen the current Westfield
shopping centre in Newmarket as my site, the reason for this was I wanted to emphasise the name value of
Newmarket, create Newmarket’s character, and make people think Newmarket is a shopping mecca.
(IMAGE)

Newmarket is an interesting site because it is a transportation hub. Most transportation systems pass
through the area and it is an intersection point for people transferring between modes of travel, such as from
car to train. This results in people always being in Newmarket, even for short periods of time. What I’m trying
to achieve through my design is to change the aspect of ordinary things. Through my development of ideas
I have reached my focus on movement to achieve the idea of entertainment.
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Johnny Jeoung
Year 3

THE HEALING SQUARE
Through my project, the Healing Square, I want to convey the practical benefit and synergy between the
coexistence of Mother Nature and Architecture. My main goal was to create a space in which men and
women can dwell harmoniously within nature. The purpose of a building is to act as an instrument that
collects all the positive influences in nature for man’s benefit, while sheltering from the unfavourable
influences that appear in nature. I have demonstrated this notion of collecting positive influences by
bringing in light, sun, and greenery into the heart of my interior designs.
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Kirsten Noble
Year 2
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HOTEL NEWMARKET
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Throughout this semester we were given the brief of creating a hotel with two functions - firstly, to provide
people accommodation within the Newmarket suburb, and secondly a space that functions as an event for
patrons of the hotel and also the public. On my site which is the Newmarket Plaza on Teed Street I decided to
create a Day Spa within the hotel and also by night a cocktail party similar to the Ivy Hotel, I believe I created
a sort of miniature mimic. 'A sophisticated playground for grownups' I wanted to create something that is
new and exciting within this area because I believe it is starting to come together with Osborne Street,
Osborne Lane and Kent Street, This is a place to social network and have fun. Within my hotel I have the day
spa, a lounge bar, a rooftop bar, outdoor ground floor area complete with a pool and also private rooms to
get ready. Eventually for future thinking I decided I would have liked to add in a restaurant as that could gain
more attraction for my hotel, and also think about hiring out rooms for private functions- this could become
a way of expanding my hotel for the better.
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Diane Lee
Year 3

45.5 mm

THE HEALING CAMP
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This is a proposal of on-going investigation centred on the idea of growing food in an urban context; for
social, environmental, and economic benefit. It is a communal space for local citizens and tourists from
overseas based on the theme of New Zealand’s ‘liveable’ lifestyle in nature. Through collaborations with local
residents and voluntary workers and tourists, the project proposes the transformation of Newmarket into a
new representative coexistence of nature and human. The project is aiming to make a better city with
relationships tangled across the variety of people by interacting, communicating, helping each other. By
re-emphasising this quality to tourists, it will add a new chapter in New Zealand history of cultivation as well
as drawing visitors to discover this new landmark.
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Anna Manson
Year 2

45.5 mm

SURREAL FOLDS
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The project is situated in Teed Street in the current Newmarket Plaza. I have redesigned the space to house a
hotel and entertainment complex. The design is inspired by surrealism, with an attempt to create a space that
develops a new experience for people. I divided the site into three main buildings, which contain restaurants,
bars, clubs and hotel rooms. On ground level a market space spills into the pathways through the site.
Through creating spaces of difference which attract people, the design aims to refresh Newmarket and
develop its sense of character. To come to this space, or fall into this space, takes the person to another world,
where illusions create the impossible.
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Byung Eun Rowena Oh
Year 3

CRAVE INSPIRATION : Growing the community with inspirational gatherings.
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Potential is one of humanity’s fascinating abilities which enable humans to drive into a whole new level of
ones capability. To bring out the potential or dreams we have in us, the environment, surroundings or
experience from their life hood can be effective, but the most effective way to actualize the imagination is to
share the ideas that come into your mind. At certain places, with certain people who are able to sympathize
and communicate in depth, when it becomes ‘inspirational gathering’, we will eventually be able to have the
power to use one’s originality.
(IMAGE)

The workshop full of an artful atmosphere will produce a great energy for individuals and groups. Eventually
it becomes a destination for students, and there is a cafeteria that encourages public interaction.
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Hoyoung Park
Year 3

45.5 mm

HOTEL NEWMARKET
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Innovation & Creativity can be very painful processes. Even the media is different, there must be artists with
problems seeking a variety of answers from the public. This building starts from what the artist needs, by
dividing the space into pieces turning into an artist lab. Then, the lab spaces turn into an artist club, turning
into a landmark for artists. The starting point of the interior design is concentrated on what every single artist
needs. It starts from the small things then expands outward. It is about how enormous numbers of artists
dwell inside the building. The hotel respects every single artists character.
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Sofia Radak
Year 82
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PROJECT
TITLE
HOTEL NEWMARKET
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Sports Hotel Newmarket is a training space which encourages exercise and improves ones health status
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Sophie Spice
Year 2

NEWMARKET WATER BUBBLE
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The newest hotel attraction to hit Newmarket is the Water Bubble. It is a waterpark where the design has
been influenced by water bubbles. This attraction will change how we see Newmarket and brings more life
to this location. The waterpark is a colourful and exciting place to explore the slides and pools, as well as the
structural elements of the bubbles. Water plays a major part in this design and it is a place in which people
can learn more about water especially with the hotel rooms. Each room has a unique design whether its
based on the water structure or even a large slide. The waterpark allows people to experience a hotel in a
different way .
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Bill Xie
Year 3

LIVING NEWMARKET
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My project is to design a hotel in Newmarket. Newmarket needs something of its own, not any brand or cool
restaurant of bars, but something irreplaceable, something that people can’t experience anywhere else in the
city. Based on my notion of ‘Organic Space’, I want to make those who live in the hotel or even just the people
who go to the surrounding area of the hotel become an experience themselves as part of Newmarket,
instead of being just a tourist or a visitor. I hope my project envisions a future urban life with more
interactions between people and our city. A city where the inhabitants will not only be able to have a
planned urban space for them, but also a freedom to define their own living city.
(IMAGE)
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Jay Yong
Year 3

45.5 mm

LITTLE TEED
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My dwelling space is an apartment. It is designed for a longer period of staying aimed at people who have
long term business in Newmarket. Apartment-dwellers own their own apartment, which means the residents
own shares of a corporation that owns the building or development, and those residents own their
apartments and share ownership of the public spaces. The spaces are developed in an industrial vintage
style, preserving the main construct of bricks and revealing the pipelines that run throughout the entire
building. My primary atmosphere for this design is to show a more exposed, raw and imperfect style, straying
away from Newmarket’s upcoming commercialized buildings.
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Michael Zhang
Year 3

NEWMARKET RECREATION
As the brief asks us to design a hotel, I think it is essential to consider the relationship between people and
space in-between the city. This relationship is based on how we can change the current state of Newmarket
from a person’s perspective. For me, city planning today has been oppressed under regulations and political
controls. Space engages with rigorous intent and deliberate decision limiting any further possibilities, and as
for every individual who lives within it, we seem to be locked up in this prison-like environment rather than
integrating into the environment. So, what I want to create is a zone of social transition and possibility in the
potential for new social arrangement and forms of imagination.
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Terry Zeng
Year 3

45.5 mm

NEWMARKET DIORS HOTEL
(IMAGE)

This is a proposal for a hotel located in New Market with the idea of providing individual housing within each
room. It gives the opportunity for a community to experience freedom/openness and the atmospheric
nature within the central urban areas of Auckland, which differs to other hotels around Newmarket and the
city centre. It provides public spaces for people to experience different sky atmospheric conditions under
each of the spaces. The lobby, which is located underground below the hotel, has touch screen monitors to
show each of the different kinds of skies/weathers and can be projected under the buildings and walls on
lobby to give extra knowledge for the urban community.
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“Finding myself in the countryside, I skirted a wood
by the light of the moon. My effigy produced by
its light excited my attention (assuredly this was
not a novelty for me). By a particular disposition of
the mind, the effect of this simularcrum seemed
to me to be of extreame sadness. The trees drawn
on the ground by their shadows made the most
profound impression on me. This picture grew in
my imagination. I then saw everything that was the
most somber in nature. What did I see? The mass of
objects detached in black against a light of extreme
pallor. Nature seemed to offer itself, in mourning, to
my sight. Struck by the sentimemts I felt, I occupied
myself, from this moment on, in making its particulat
application to architecture.”
Boullee’s reflection here is one of melencholy and
mourning, it expresses the overwhelming power
of light, darkness and shadow. In this design paper
students are called on to examine and respond to
Edmund Burke’s idea that darkness is the instigator
of Sublime and Anthony Vidler’s notion that light
space is invaded by the figure of dark space, at a
scale of the body and on the level of the city. This
suggests a consideration of the individual, the social
and the political. The site for the brief is Waikumete
Cemetery. Students will be required to examine the
nature of ‘living with the dead’- consideration is to
be given to the ‘ground’ and ‘rituals’ with respect to
the funerary of the dead. The briefcalls for a highly
imaginative design project that is theoretical and
experimental.
Rafik Patel
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Charize Beltran
Year 3

VOIDS FOR THE ABSENCE
Voids for the Absence is a project that portrays the metaphorical narrative of spaces that are believed to exist
in the afterlife. The project speculatively seeks to expose the exploration of voids situated in Waikumete
Cemetery and is addressed to offer a space that can contain a reservoir of experiences that deal with the
notions of remembrance, meditation and self-awareness. The mythical narratives that define the entirety of
this project deals with spaces that are crafted to acknowledge the journey of death through the
embracement of natural lighting and transformational spaces that generate a spiritual ambience to
accommodate a range of people from multiple religions.
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Jae Hyeon Seong
Year 3

REGRESSION LINE : THE MEANING OF DEPARTURE

93 mm

Regression line in terms of mathematics is the analysis or measure of the association of one dependent
variable and one independent variable, usually formulated in an equation in which the independent
variables have parametric constants, which may enable future values of the dependent variable to be
predicted. Regression could mean the act of going back to a previous place or state; return or reversion.

(IMAGE)

Like stated above death is the parametric constant in all human life. It is because there is such a thing called
death that there is the living. The cemetery is a place where the possibilities that are present in the living are
concluded, it’s a place where different interpretation of death is contained. I wanted to create a departure
point for the living to send their loved ones with the medium of water. As the living relies on water to survive
I wanted to use water to show that death is also always living with us. By knowing that death coexists with us,
our possibilities become brighter and intense from the darkness.
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Maria Shin
Year 3

THE COCOON
Darkness, as the polar opposite to brightness, is understood to be an absence of visible light. It is also the
appearance of black in a colored space. Humans are unable to distinguish color when either light or darkness
predominates. I focused on constructing a building which contains both brightness, warmth and also in
darkness. A spiritual and devout place for the people who are left behind at Waikumete Cemetery. To be a
more powerful spiritual place, I need to bring back the people who are already gone. So I decided on the
ashes of the dead, a crystal of purest and honest, and closest to origin.
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Sarah Keys
Year 3

93 mm

EXPOSING LIMINALITY

(IMAGE)

Through the exploration of the boundary it has allowed me to respond to Waikumete Cemetery and
generate a project that addresses the realms of life and death. My project design is the establishment of a
new ground that challenges the current system in which we use to deal with living with the dead. The
essence of my project is to create the third space, which becomes embedded into structures of exposure and
is where the bones of the buried find themselves unhomed and relocated. By creating this new ground I want
to shift our perception of the landscape and blur the lines to activate the relationship we have with the past
to the present and to potentially create solution for the future generations. If we challenge the way we
currently live and push past our territorial restrictions and begin the practice of a hybrid identity we can only
strengthen our continuity.
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Thea Dela Cruz
Year 3

HETEROTOPIC SANCTUARIES

93 mm

Cemeteries are dynamic. They echo the changing cultural institutions, social values, and regional ethnic
identities, which is why Michel Foucault describes them as highly heterotopic spaces or spaces of otherness.
The brief asks us to examine the nature of “living with the dead,” hence, Foucault’s notion of heterotopias
combined with Doris Francis’ study about domestication in cemeteries are the basis of this project. These
domestic acts (e.g. planting, cleaning, washing) in cemeteries contribute to its spatial incongruity, which
highlight the heterotopic qualities of cemeteries. As a response, Heterotopic Sanctuaries consist of a series of
pavilions, which respond to these domestic activities and cater to the needs of those who visit the grave.
(IMAGE)

The finished design, which is the Water Pavilion, is only one of the three pavilions to be built across the
domesticated areas in Waikumete Cemetery. The other two are designed to store gardening tools and vases
to help visitors who might have forgotten to bring such things. However, the focus of this project is to first
construct the Water Pavilion because water is a vital need in cemeteries. It is used not only to clean but also
to perform rituals, and yet it is difficult to access in many areas there. Ceremonies and rituals play an
important role in defining the culture of cemeteries, so it is disappointing that most people would just
perform their rituals at home due to this. Therefore, the proposed site for this pavilion is between the
domesticated areas and the Muslim and Jewish burial grounds as water is a fundamental element in their
rituals. This also helps in maintaining the flowers that people plant and bring. This enables Heterotopic
Sanctuaries do not only seek to respond to domestication in cemeteries, but also to address the notion of
intimacy as people who visit cemeteries express their love for their dead relatives through the gesture of care.
These domestic acts make cemeteries intimate spaces, which is why Heterotopic Sanctuaries are designed to
be support pavilions: to care for the people, the grave, and the space.

“the experience of embodiment… includes vulnerability,
passivity, suffering, fatigue, indolence, even simple hunger… It
includes episodes of insomnia, weariness and plain exhaustion,
a sense of insignificance and even sheer indifference to the
world. It includes tripping over, falling, missing a catch or a
target, walking into an obstacle. In other words, bodies can
and do become overwhelmed. The unchosen and unforeseen
exceed the ability of the body to contain or absorb… There is
a sense of being unworthy of events, and a general reluctance
to take up the challenges of being. And this is not an abnormal
condition: it is a part of being as flesh. This /corporeal
vulnerability/ is a crucial experience in people’s lives.”
(Thrift, 2008: 242)
In this project, we’ll engage with *difficulty*. We’ll seek to
understand the difficulties of others, and investigate the
productive and creative ways people struggle against difficulty,
as well as the way difficulty textures and forms life. Against a
prevailing concern for ease, comfort, entertainment, recreation,
and rapid and seamless functioning, this project counterposes
a concern for things that don’t go our way, that resist us, impede
us, “the unchosen and unforseen”. This project asks for more
than just suggestions for how to remove difficulty, smooth
out life, make people comfortable. What is it to be corporeally
vulnerable? What is it to dwell with other corporeally vulnerable
people?
To be blind, elderly, illiterate, discriminated against, prone to
depression, poor or indebted, a solo parent, crossed in love,
unemployed, separated from one’s family or whānau, addicted,
a child, abused, overweight, a migrant or refugee, busy,
suffering from long-term illness,—all of these are radically
different and non-equivalent ways of encountering difficulty.
Some difficulties are episodic or temporary, while others are
long-lasting. You will identify a mode of difficulty to explicate
spatially.
You’re asked to design a multi-unit dwelling on a site in
Onehunga. The site is zoned for terraced housing and
apartments. These are typically done poorly, so one aim of
this project is to demonstrate how multi-unit dwellings can
be done well. The site is narrow and tightly constrained. You’ll
be working from a draft scheme which includes four units
and a basic structural system. The project focuses on *interior
space* and *internal lives*. Instead of external form, you’re
asked to consider the volumes, surfaces, details, rhythms, and
happenings of the interior.
Thrift, N. (2008). “Turbulent passions. Towards an understanding
of the affective spaces of political performance”, in /Nonrepresentational theory/. London, UK: Routledge. pp.220-254.
Carl Douglas
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Soyoung Amy Han
Year 1

93 mm

INSOMNIA
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My chosen site is 72 Princes St, Onehunga and I have designed a multi-unit dwelling for people who have
insomnia. The intention of this design is to understand them and provide a suitable space for them. Due to
the narrow and closely built two neighbouring buildings, I designed multi-level units for spaciousness. A lot
of curvy lines are used and they are developed from the images of illusions of our dreams and patterns from
the folded blankets upon our beds. This conveys the contrast of an individuals inside and outside and shows
how their difficulties are not easily to be noticed simply by looking. A huge curvy glass wall is built in order to
deliver lots of sunlight therefore their biological clock can gradually be reset and they can see and feel the
greenness of the garden all the time.
The garden is one of the most important parts in my design asthe scent of herbs is effective to cure insomnia.
Two gardens are given; Dwellers can interact with each other, maybe talk about what they are going through,
and have a night walk when they cannot go sleep. However, in the private garden, they can have their own
time. It is made like a balcony and open to the weather conditions thus they can get fresh air all the time.
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Joe Herbert
Year 1

REPETITION
In this project I have researched the difficulty of someone that has a repetitive lifestyle. For example a
businessman that wakes up every morning at the same time, goes through his usual morning routine, gets in
his car, sees the same cars, goes to work, sees the same people, goes back home eats the usual microwave
food and goes to bed. What I intended to do was to try and see how I could help someone with this difficulty
by breaking them out of this routine. To see how I could create something that would disrupt this lifestyle. I
also looked at the ways there could be a change in their life everyday, something different every time they
came home.
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Olivia Labb
Year 1

45.5 mm

A WOVEN WAY OF LIVING

(IMAGE)

Women and children who have sought shelter from the Women’s refuge, will at the end of the program
have to start a difficult journey back into the community. Leaving the refuge and setting up a new home,
starting new schools and establishing a new routine can be a very stressful time. Therefore I wanted to
design four units that encourage conversation and contact, and establish a sense of community. I placed
particular emphasis on the communal spaces and their use and atmosphere. I took a particular interest in
the meaning of the kitchen table. I wanted it to symbolise these four families, and what they mean to each
other. I designed mix-matched chairs around a communal table to represent the four different families
living together as a hybrid family.
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Andrew Benjamin Lowe
Year 1
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Is light a necessity for space? People who suffer from seasonal depression suffer on a profound level, the lack
of sunlight during the year’s seasonal cycle. Obviously, in some parts of the world this happens on a more
intense scale. Therefore I have proposed a four unit housing that uses light in a rhythmical order. Depriving
and overexposing natural conditions in order to give an overall perfectly balanced intake of light every day,
hopefully thus reducing the effect of seasonal depression over a person.
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RHYTHM OF LIGHT
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Lucy Sargent
Year 1

ARTISTS STUDIO
My design was based around trying to capture the difficulty of being an artist or designer. I wanted to convey
the idea of being carried away by a particular idea, and how you can lose track of time when your mind is fully
submerged in the work. My other main idea is the experience of facing an artists block, not knowing which
idea to go with or not having any ideas at all, leading you to feel under pressure and almost trapped by a
looming deadline. To make sure these two ideas came across in my design I wanted the space to have plenty
of flow and movement with moments of tight or trapped spaces.
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Young Woo Song (Daniel)
Year 1

OPEN & CLOSE
The difficulty that I chose to work with for my studio project is autism, and I have researched into the
impaired social interaction part of autistic people. My approach towards this idea is about creating a learning
centre for autistic people mainly using opening and closing functions of the moving walls to provide wide
open spatial qualities at the same time dividing different spaces for specific purposes so that autistic people
can still keep their daily routine and not get confused about what they should be doing within each space.
The wide-open spaces were designed to provide the autistic people a chance to interact and be open to
others by stepping out of their box.
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Kyle Wang
Year 1

LINKER
In this project we worked on a four unit house for people who live in some form of difficulty.
The happiness of a solo parent is watching their children grow up happy and healthy. My idea is to use
shadow to create a moving playground for children to play in and to make friends. The playground will link
all four units and families together. Parents will become friends, and they will help each other in times of
difficulty.
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Hilda Yip
Year 1

45.5 mm

TENSION

(IMAGE)

What are the purposes and intentions for becoming overseas students? Usually the main reason is education,
finishing school lives, learning new cultures, meeting different people in the world, making friends and
maybe learning to be independent, according to these reasons, usually overseas student travels alone, but
what comes after? Being overseas students, starting a whole new life on a foreign land, normally they will
need to face some issues that may not be an issue for them before, such as financial difficulty, cultural
background difference, accommodation, languages, and under a lot of pressures, and I personally think the
more important problem is being alone, and I believe these issues make us feel insecure.
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As an Emergent Ecologies Lab (EEL) studio this
project engages with notions of ecological
urbanism and, working with PrefabNZ, links with
the live project HIVE AK (Home Innovation Village
Auckland), concerned with the design and build of
a prefabricated multi-unit housing development in
Auckland. HIVE AK project partners PrefabNZ and
Jasmax will run workshops or discussions as part of
the studio. Selected outputs from this EEL studio will
be presented as part of a HIVE AK exhibition and all
may be submitted for the Design for Conservation
Challenge [see poster]. This undergraduate studio
prefigures a proposed 2014 postgraduate studio
focused on the design and build of a pre- and
digitally fabricated ‘nano’ living building.
Auckland’s extensive and often diffuse urban
topography will become increasingly subject to
forces of intensification in order to accommodate
urban population projections of an additional
million people by 2040. This studio explores ‘living
buildings’ as a means of intensifying the ecological
in the urban; and pre-fabrication as an intensive
delivery model for housing. The project responds
to the Auckland Plan, the shared vision and holistic
strategy for the city, and to the proposal for a HIVE AK.
HIVE AK aims to act as an exemplar for an expedited
design and delivery system that can contribute
to the deployment of the estimated 400,000 new
homes needed by 2040. HIVE AK is currently in
development with performance specifications
and master plans being generated: student work
anticipates the design stage and advances a higher
level of sustainability based on the Living Building
Challenge that calls for the built environment to
operate as cleanly, productively, and efficiently as
nature’s architecture. New Zealand’s first Living
Building Challenge structure, Te Wharehau o Tuhoe
designed by Jasmax, is currently under construction.
Amanda Yates
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Blake Hall
Year 3

THE SINGLE SEEDPOD
I tried to portray a sustainable way of living through the visual aspect of our design. The seed shape is
developing a rural and industrial environment in Cavandish Drive, Manukau. By having sustainable features
such as grey water harvesting, solar thermal and photovoltaics, ground-source heating, low toxicity
materials. The spaces are conceptualized as habitats that can be linked together to suit extended families. A
community that will help benefit the occupants living there, but most importantly the area of Manukau.
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Thomas Carlos/ Hannah Bennett
Year 3

45.5 mm

THE SEED
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SEED aims to seed a new ecological urbanism where natural ecologies are interspersed amongst ecological
architectures. The south Auckland site is renewed with indigenous plantings and the pod buildings sit within
this forest-land environment. The pods incorporate sustainable features (grey water harvesting, solar thermal
and photovoltaics, ground-source heating, low toxicity materials) and are conceptualized as habitats that can
be linked together from single to twin to suit extended families.
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Amy de Nobrega
Year 3

THE CITY TREE HOUSE
I believe a dwelling is a space that should be cleansing and inviting . It should blend into and work with the
environment surrounding it. The City Tree house looks into the idea and common ideal of living with nature.
My goal was to design a dwelling that was fully encompassed by nature, and no matter where you were in
the building it was always the main focal point; this being the reason for the tree being in the centre of the
house. The stairs revolve around the tree and move in one direction so there is one way up and one way
down, this means there is always full view of the tree. On both the southern and northern faces of the
dwelling there are bi-fold windows which allowing for there to be a constant air flow through the living
spaces and giving a clear though fear through the building.
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Josie Ho
Year 3

GRID STATION: CO-PRODUCING REALITY

93 mm

People have always been programmed by movement: we are functioned to do, to find, or to purpose. As we
manoeuvre through time and space to go where we want to go and do what we want to do, we are also
passively disregarding the co-producers we encounter– other people, nature and architecture, which
potentially is how our ecology has candidly morphed. With Auckland’s Unitary Plan underway to optimise
our landscape, it is suggestive we become more conscious in our encounters and how we affect our ecology.
This being said, how can reorganising our topography awaken social proprioception? In response, how will
enhancing the awareness of our behavioural actions and interactions affect our co-producers?
(IMAGE)

To prepare for our future coming dense population, Grid Station aims to research and engage in how
programming a new bus station in a proposed housing community on Cavendish Drive, Manukau, will
complement the Auckland Unitary Plan in sustaining productivity in spaces. Grid Station explores three
foundation concepts: Personal time; human, architectural, & natural behaviour; and rhizomatic interaction.
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Sarah Jennings & Rachel Wilcox
Year 3

BLENDING BOUNDARIES

93 mm

With Auckland’s extensive urban development becoming answerable to forces of intensification in order to
accommodate population projections, our brief explores inter-generational dwellings, a vital factor
regarding the local community. Blending Boundaries is an inter-generational unit that is affordable,
sustainable and culturally suitable for large extended families which can extend to three or more
generations.

(IMAGE)

In an inter-generational family, it is quite common that the grandparents would care for the younger children
during the day while the parents are at work. The household would never be empty at any one time; people
would always be coming and going, implying a space of fluidity and flexibility, where one space dissolves
into another. Just as the generations blend together, so do the conventional boundaries of space. The
intersecting edges of public and private become in-between spaces; ‘mixing’ spaces where generations and
programs overlap. The grandparent’s domain and the family’s communal living area fold over each other,
creating a space of embodiment, where kids play and study under the watchful eye of the older generations.
Inter-generational dwelling begins to take on a new meaning; to transform a space through occupation, to
utilize spaces that are not normally inhabited. Children exhibit these acts without thought, the re-make a
space through reinterpretation, not in terms of what the space is, but what the space could be. Stairs, a place
of transition turn into an inhabited place of fun, laughter and make believe. With multiple ‘mixing’ spaces
filtrating throughout the unit, a simple aesthetic allows the family to mark the space as their own. Each
generation has and creates their own marks, their own memories. The unit resembles a museum, the surfaces
take on a type of thickness, a history. Family photographs canvas the walls while each child marks their
growth upon a door frame and their toys scrape across the floor.

Sophy Leang
Year 3

SUSTAINABLE ECO-INTERSTICE
Sustainable Eco-Interstice is a three storey Living unit that has a combination of easy access site, shared
space, sustainable systems, and open/closed space for a healthy dwelling with a co-operation of non-toxic
materials. The ground level of my Living unit will be an open/closed space, with neighbours and relatives
wandering in and out of the kitchen in the opening period, along with owner operated living space in the
other two levels.

RubyLloyd
Year 3

ELEMENTS
This design seeks to explore an architecture and landscape that engages the elements; making a space for the
human and nonhuman. The space works to blur the boundaries between what is generally coded as interior
and exterior elements by drawing the natural elements in within the three-story unit. This is done through an
architecture focusing on the notion of simplicity and connections creating a calm, mindful space that balances
between the interior and exterior space. Light, rain and wind are all bought within through the use of voids
that penetrate through the different levels whilst also acting as a life source to the space creating a unique and
sustainable live-work unit.

Nick Kim
Year 3

RE-CYCLE
The concept of sustainability towards our planet means that the planet can carry on supplying civilisation
with essential resources. However, the demand on the earths services rise as population increases, causing
living standards to also rise. It is our bodily instinct to seek prosperity and to inhabit surroundings through
covering concrete roads and urbanising cities with buildings and factories. However the earth's ability to
provide these services is declining due to the inefficient cycle of living and lack of awareness. It is in our
instinct to thrive; prosperity, growth and success for our future security, except our lack of awareness is
becoming the very threat to our own way of life.
The term sustainability is very elusive and difficult to combine with architecture with the amount of waste
produced in constructing and energy consumed to maintain its function. Relating sustainability with
architecture, the key focus for this studio project is the creating of a habitual space. Providing a circulatory
system will engage dwellers to raise awareness over our planet's ecological system. The most important
aspect of this project is the relationship between dweller and site. The proposed site, Cavendish drive in
Manukau, is a very transitional place with busy workers constantly driving past or boarding trains for their
daily cycle. From my site analysis I was interested in the cycle and how repetitive routines could be translated
as a recycle motion to produce sustainable solution.
The relationship between Dweller and the site is crucial as inhabitants lifestyle will affect the space and its
functionality. Dweller's perspective and passion for recyclable resources and awareness of sustainability
could be interpreted as an opportunity to change. A person's habituate lifestyle will shape a unique bonding
for both to be dependent to each other. This cycle will not be an incident but more like a process considering
future generations, which is what I believe sustainability is truly about.

Maggie McMillan
Year 3

LIVING IN BETWEEN
In an area of intense industry tightly surrounded in dense suburbia the separation of home and industry, of
work and life, is apparent. I am interested in the in-between, the combining of these extremes, and making
of a place for the craftsperson.The idea of the in-between came about through the physical in between-ness
of the site in Manukau. I used this place in the middle to explore the ideas of home industry in combining the
way we work and live in a more satisfying and sustainable model than the current work life separation that
surrounds the site.

POSTGRAD

Postgraduate study in Spatial Design investigates the relationships between people and their environments – whether territories, landscapes, cities, buildings, interiors, whether performed,
imagined or actual places, whether of the past or to come. We run a series of dynamic, design-focused programmes (Honours, Masters, MPhil and PhD) situated at the cutting edge of contemporary
interdisciplinary research. Our graduates - often award-winning - take up prominent roles in the design professions ranging from performance to the built environment. Our research particularly
emphasizes the experiential aspects of contemporary critical spatial practice, something that is critical for designers and researchers in their collective engagement and betterment of the world
they both inherit and are called on to transform.
In particular postgraduate enquiry is focused in a series of research clusters that consolidate staff and student interests and expertise. Current postgraduate research clusters are: the Urban Practices
Group Hyperactive Environments, Pacific and Cultural Spaces and the Emerging Ecologies Lab. While each cluster supports specialised lines of enquiry, they remain open to the fertile crossings and
shifting edges potentiated by these specialties. The result, as our graduates testify to, is exceptional research, critical thinking, experimentation and professional and community relevance.
In our end of year exhibition and this catalogue we are proud to present something of this excellence in design research. Projects ranging from a collective remaking of Newmarket, countercommunities on redundant traffic infrastructure, heritage revitalization, public interventions in Grafton Gully, the exploration of the dreamscapes of digital life through performance and dance,
to the contest of immanence and transcendence in learning places, all point to the breadth and varied intensity of the design culture in Spatial Design.
Spatial Postgraduate is nothing without the astonishingly generous students that join us each year to share, and to develop, their talent, passion and commitment. To them we offer our most
hearty thanks and wish them the very best for what comes next.
Carl Douglas
Postgraduate Strand Leader
Spatial Design
School of Art + Design
AUT University

Tosh Ahkit

Post Graduate Diploma (Spatial)
PERFECTLY IMPERFECT
The Perfectly Imperfect approach to curation resembles a quilt made from a collection of donated squares.
Each square symbolises an individual with their own skill set and aesthetic that is part of a greater community
ecology. The independent squares seem mis-matched and haphazard, however when woven together, the
quilt becomes a unique representation of its contributors. Like the quilt, the Perfectly Imperfect approach
allows the convergence of contrasting ideas within the community. The resulting design may look
aesthetically “imperfect”, but is perfectly authentic.

Alex Clark

Bachelor of Art and Design (Honours)
LIVING IN THE GAPS: REINTERPRETING VOIDS AS SPACE
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Heather Crawcour

Bachelor of Art and Design (Honours)
SOCIO SPATIAL AGENCY - CONCRETE COMMUNITY
In his investigation of the right to the city, Mark Purcell (2002) notes that neoliberal global restructuring has
resulted in the disenfranchisement of urban inhabitants. Governance changes have decreased the control
that urban residents have over decisions that shape their city. The capitalist remaking of urban spaces erodes
community bonds and shared values. For inhabitants to exercise what is an inherent feeling of the right to
their city; public spaces should enable individual and collective agency. I am addressing this matter via the
issue of public discourse in a project imagining an urban intervention that champions forms of
counter-public. This intervention aims to convert an Auckland roading interchange from a space of traversal
to one of social exchange, by reasserting the memory of demolished forms to allow an arts community to live
and work in the context of a public realm.
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Sally Duong

Bachelor of Art and Design (Honours)

93 mm

SPATIAL STORIES: AN ARCHITECTURE OF ANIMATE BODIES
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An Architecture of the everyday begins with the body marked by the cyclical, repetitive routines of human
life. As Michel de Certeau suggests, in everyday practices we journey through not just the familiar, but the
unfamiliar, the state where routines themselves become the unknown on the basis of an excess of familiarity.
Place-experience is always in this order – a descent through identity into habits and routines that are
themselves markers of a certain unknown depth in the location itself. This project is located between the
disciplines of space, art and architecture, creating narrative that explore the way our bodies experience
public and private spaces, through memory and practices in everyday life. The project focuses on Station
Square, a failed public space, and proposes its renovation be approached through studies of the vigorous
complexity of animate human bodies.
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Max Johnson

Bachelor of Art and Design (Honours)

93 mm

BAND-AID ARCHITECTURE:
An investigation into Urban Historical Preservation

(IMAGE)

Cities are a microcosm of collected memories. Buildings both host and craft the memories we create.
Band-Aid Architecture explores the relationship between memories and heritage architecture in Auckland
City. The project investigates possibilities for the preservation of memories and spaces that face demolition.
Band-Aid Architecture addresses these opportunities with regard to the currently vacated St. James Theatre
Complex. The central task of the project is to think against the grain of a rampant development mentality that
heavily dictates Auckland’s urban outcomes and to prolong and reassert the memory of the theatre complex.
The project gains traction by addressing the concepts of temporality, capitalism and heritage preservation.
The project may be thought to satirise what has become known as façadism, by replacing the thin historicist
concealment that covers shallow developments with the deep façade, a front rich in temporal depth. The call
for a band-aiding action is less encouraging than the suggestion of a perpetuation of times wound in the
fabric of things. It aspires to, in other words, a more significant place of dwelling for time’s lag and its untimely
continuance into the future of development.
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Chris Kim

Bachelor of Art and Design (Honours)
LIVING STREET
This project considers the links between interiors and public space. As a significant retail hub, Auckland’s
Newmarket suffers from an intensification of through-traffic evolving with its main-street typology.

93 mm

Given the predominance of longitudinal travel, this project asks what intervening urban-interior structures
might mitigate and temper the frantic passing that defines it and also formulate a pleasurable connection
with the city and the people. As Auckland CBD’s physical, social and economic impact has grown, and more
and more people move to the city and Newmarket has become little more than a bridge.
(IMAGE)

This research looks to the spatial figure of the door or threshold as means of reconceptualising and
intervening in the urban and interior conditions that prevail. The project aims to find a pedestrian language
and corresponding experiential qualities by generating an urban interior and restoring a heart of Newmarket.
Reason for the chosen site is when people think about the Newmarket, first thing which comes up on their
mind is the Broadway. Which more interesting things are happening and taking places in inner side of
Newmarket. So the aim for this project is to create urban interventions which would pull people to explore
this interior of Newmarket. The Morrow/ Khyber Pass/ Broadway/ Crowhurst block becomes an interior and
my intervention will be placed in each 7 different entrances of streets acting as a gateway, connecting other
wide streets to these smaller side streets.

Simon Liang

Bachelor of Art and Design (Honours)
RECONFIRMATION OF HOME: Questioning the difference between House and Home
From the privacy of our homes we move outwards to a destination, either to work or to an event elsewhere
on a daily basis. People often neglect the journey and their surroundings. ‘An address’ signals the physical
location of a property. The complex layers of an address can be broken down: country, city, suburb, street,
and building. This project investigates the qualities of the ‘home’ in relation to the ‘address’ and ‘journey’- the
movement and interaction of the Newmarket community and its neighbours.
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Joshua Rutter

Bachelor of Art and Design (Honours)

45.5 mm

CHOREOGRAPHY AND POTENTIAL: BELONGING IN CRISIS
(IMAGE)

45.5 mm

126 mm
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A choreographic event brings elements - actual, virtual, animate or not - into relation, rendering them
part-subjects and object-signs, lures for catalysis, transduction and actualisation. In their open-ended
becoming, these elements are doubled in a larger field of potential and immanence that is ontologically
distinct from its apparent terms. It is this event-dimension of potential that is the modification of space
sought by choreographic intentions and that can be understood as belonging. If one is to choreograph then
what is to be choreographed? What are the materials? How do they act? What do they do? Choreographic
events, like all phenomena, are subject to the operations of capital. In an atmosphere of real subsumption is
there any escape from this endless interior? Is radicality still possible? Is it even desirable when transgressive
actions and crises are so easily recouped for profit? When crisis has become the operative logic of capitalism?
So again, if one is to choreograph then what is to be choreographed?

126 mm
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Joanne Shyu

Bachelor of Art and Design (Honours)
REVEALING LAYERS: TIME AND INHABITATION IN NEWMARKET
The relationship and qualities of layering within architecture fosters variable interpretations of space. Stewart
Brand’s description of building as consisting of temporal layers unfolding at different speeds (Brand, 1994)
provides a starting-point for my research. Inhabitation of space adds to the complexity of this layering,
blurring the boundaries between objects, spaces, people and practices, resulting in a version of what Colin
Rowe and Robert Slutzky (1968) call “the phenomenon of transparency” (p. 33). This project will be an
urban-interior project focusing on the meeting of retail and public space. Newmarket is currently a shopping
hub with no heart; the aim is, through building up and peeling back layers, to provide a rich experience of
time and inhabitation in Newmarket.
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Bradley Walters

Bachelor of Art and Design (Honours)
NEXUS OF PATHS: AN INVESTIGATION INTO THE LINEAR CORRIDOR AS A MODE OF PUBLIC EXPERIENCE

93 mm

This project explores the notion of linear spaces, spaces of travel and their relationship to public-ness. It asks
what possibilities there are for public-ness-on-the-go? One consequence of modern living is a perpetual
mobility that reduces the possibilities for public interaction and encounter. With the increased emphasis on
destination, the acceleration of transport and communicational exchanges everywhere in modern society, a
decreased vitality of the public domain is evident.

(IMAGE)

Of specific focus will be the Grafton Gully corridor and the adjacent spaces which are currently monopolised
by vehicular infrastructure at the site. The main aim of the project is to expand the public domain in the
context of the new Grafton Cycleway and the need to connect the central city to its eastern suburbs and
parks.
The project seeks to work with the language of speed characterized by the Grafton motorway while finding
new modes of public visibility and occupation. It aims to create a stronger relationship between people, cars
and other forms of transport, including the new cycle way.
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126 mm

Howard Oh

Master of Art and Design (Spatial)

93 mm

CRIP-TIME ARCHITECTURES - Dis / Abling Spaces & Times

(IMAGE)

CRIP-TIME ARCHITECTURES explores the relationship between architecture and its conditioning possibilities,
particularly as found in two opposing notions of transcendence and immanence. The research considers
issues of design relative to these two terms by the means of concepts including “Crip-time”, salvaging and
recovery. The project argues that design is not purely a practice of creation or evolution, but rather it engages
with the conflict and strife between these terms and that their deficient intersection defines the very
movement design enacts. On this basis the project suggests that there is only ever ‘design’ because
everything is always already deficient or in need. As such, the practice of ‘design’ and its Crip-time is considered through an architecture of salvaging and recovery directed towards the current Dadley Building (WW
Building) on Mount Street at AUT University’s City Campus.
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Nikki Zhao

Master of Art and Design (Spatial)

93 mm

CROSS + CHANGE

(IMAGE)

This design research project rethinks the ecologies of public space in order to foster alternate cultures of food
trade, consumption and production in urban settings. The project focuses on a vacant site which was once
the Maori Hostelry and market place on the foreshore of Auckland’s Mechanic’s Bay (Waipapa). The site is
located at a key historical cross-point running between Constitution Hill, The Strand, Parnell Rise and Stanley
Street. Now given over predominantly to car parks and fast paced traffic entering the Grafton Gully
motorway system, the site is particularly pedestrian-unfriendly, and rather than serving as a link to Parnell to
the east it effects a break in Auckland’s built fabric. The project pursues an urban market - growing site,
educational outreach facility and new pedestrianized public space linkages between the city, Parnell and its
new train station.

126 mm

Amanda Yates
PhD

ECOLOGICAL ONTOLOGIES - SITUATED PRACTICES & INDIGINOUS URBANISMS
Supervisors—Maria O’Connor / Mark Jackson

190 mm

This research engages concepts of contemporary ecological urbanism as a processual spatial design practice
and critical tool capable of drawing together various conceptual and ontological frameworks in a specific
site. Rather than a singular cultural framework or practice this research explores the multiple conditions that
make up contemporary culture in a post-colonial city. Such a situated approach recognises the complex,
layered and located nature of knowledge systems. Two key concepts from two ontological frameworks will
be engaged. One derives from Maori concepts of mauri and whakapapa, customarily understood as a
“material life force” and “a relational framework” or “way of knowing, of locating a person or thing in time and
in space.” The other framework comprises Western theories of vital materialism and geontologies. Central to
the study is the complex concept of ecology as that which frames our dwelling as relational, political, and
ethical engagement with the human, non-human and abiotic.

(IMAGE)

126 mm

Hannah Hopewell
PhD

SPACE, PLACE AND LIMINAL KNOWING IN THE PACIFIC CITY OF AUCKLAND
Hannah’s research investigates relational thinking/feeling, with respect to liminality in material and
immaterial bodies of the City in order to reconsider how we know about urban space and place. Conceptually
guided by Gilles Deleuze, Peter Sloterdijk and Michel Serres, Hannah explores intensive and extensive state
changes, relative to the littoral spaces of the Pacific City of Auckland.

190 mm

Considering forms of local and global precarity, the project seeks to gather and experiment with dynamics of
situated-ness: to be in situ and with, yet neither terrestrially grounded nor bound. This approach expands the
geographic question of Where are we? to an ontological and topological proposition concerning Pacific City.
In advancing this question, the practice of knowing, cast both cognitively and affectively, is a vital source of
action. Thus, the research tracks habits of spatial marking in Auckland’s intertidal zone following selected
atmospheres, forms of pollution and property logics. Through these morphological figures, politically
entangled conceptualisations of place vested in notions of identity are brought under pressure. This is not to
escape political entanglement but to articulate forms of participation that may offer a fresh orientation to the
composition of ‘public space’ in today’s urban climate.

(IMAGE)

Rachel Shearer
PhD

TERRITORY/MATERIALITY/SOUND
Supervisors—Mark Jackson / Su Ballard
My proposed research looks to explore acoustic installation as a means to construct and critique
representations of time and space while using these concerns to engage with broader critical and
philosophical issues. Generally this research is framed within what Gilles Deleuze and Felix Guattari call a
‘Geophilosphy’, a philosophy based on the idea that philosophical concepts operate within and are
dependent upon the complex processes of earthly life. In comparing geophilosphy with the Maori notion of
‘whakapapa’, a term variously defined as “a corporeal historiography or “meta-physics” that offers a dynamic
and relational approach to the nexus of space and time” and “ a human and cosmic taxonomy” along with
research into how ‘time’/’space’ paradigms are reconceptualised in an era of digital media and
communications, this research aims to question whether there is meaningful productive work to be
undertaken in using geophilosophy, whakapapa and the digital realm to compare structures of signifying
systems inherent in differing perceptions of space and time.

126 mm

Mark Hanlen
PhD

126 mm

CITY STATE FOUCAULT/URBANISM/RISK
Supervisors—Mark Jackson / Jan Bryant

(IMAGE)

Julia Reynolds
PhD

SITUATING FILM: WORLD/IMAGE/NARRATIVE
Supervisors—Maria O’Connor / Mark Jackson
This practice-led PhD investigation uses filmmaking practice to research how filmic worlding construed as
scenography, (set, location, properties, and art-direction) influence the experience/viewing/reading of film
narrative. The filmmaking practice experiments with trial methods of ‘setting-up’ film-worlds to investigate
the curiosities and relationships between world, character and narrative, through a series of films,
questioning how we encounter and understand scenographic worlding as a key filmic tenet for arriving at
something called narrative. The core intention of the research project is to cultivate a rich understanding of
the influence scenography has on our experiential reading/encountering of film, by opening up the
126 mm
investigation two fold; firstly exploring what ‘being-in-a-world’
means (via Martin Heidegger’s existential
phenomenology, especially in relation to thrownness, mood or attunement) and secondly investigating how
we engage with—or interpret images of—a world, or images in general, via the medium of film.
45.5 mm

190 mm

93 mm

This thesis engages our contemporary crises of risk management, effected by global deregulation of banking
industries, coincident with unprecedented escalation of global surveillance technologies, as a crisis of
urbanism, housing and city financing, or the spatialising effects of the built environment, such that risk and
uncertainty are recognised as spatial practices. Michel Foucault’s work is central to analyses undertaken
along with Giorgio Agamben, Antonio Negri and Michael Hardt, in terms of how they have extended
Foucault’s research in its appropriations, critiques,(IMAGE)
and transformations, as well engaging the philosophical
works of Maurice Blanchot, Gilles Deleuze and Jacques Derrida for their formative engagement with
Foucault’s thought. What we propose, when aiming at giving definition to the contemporary city, is akin to
Foucault’s understanding of conduct, as operational assemblages of practices that articulate other practices,
rather than defining the city as a distinct territorial, institutional or governed entity. From this perspective,
conduct is central to political practice, while techniques of governmentality seek to manage the conduct of
conduct. In his writings on the birth of liberalism, Foucault emphasised the aleatory, the management of risk,
contingency and uncertainty at the threshold of the birth of political economy.
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